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ot referring to the popular
Channel 4 game show – but the
question as to whether the UK
will leave the EU with a deal that sets
out a future trading relationship – still
remains unanswered, as the latest twist
in the Brexit drama sees an extension
of the UK’s exit from the EU to October
31, or before, should Parliament be
able to finally approve a Withdrawal
Agreement. Although this will prolong
the ongoing uncertainty for the UK’s
plastics manufacturers, many will accept
the extra time that the decision buys
the Government to avoid reverting to
World Trade Organisation terms in the
event of no deal, an outcome over three
quarters are strongly opposed to, a
recent survey by the BPF revealed. In
spite of the political volatility, however,
in this issue we are highlighting several
UK companies that are thriving in the
current climate.
In our industry news sections, we
profile MW Polymers, a firm that has
recently celebrated its best-ever
quarterly results achieved between
December 2018 and February 2019, as
well as Droitwich-based Chess Plastics,
an injection moulding firm that has
recently invested some £1.2million in
new production capacity and a machine
that it believes will help it achieve an
annual turnover of £10million. And
that’s not to mention our feature on
Staffordshire-based Addmaster on
pages 24 – 25, a company whose
specialist performance additives and

unconstrained approach to business
has seen it excel in export markets
globally and win countless awards for
doing so. As the company’s CEO, Paul
Morris, reveals his views on Brexit in the
article, he optimistically says “the future,
whatever happens, will be bright.” Let’s
certainly hope so.
Enjoy the issue.
Leanne Taylor,
head of content

the big story
fit for the future:

How an expanded material conveying system
is helping one moulder’s growth ambitions

O

ver the last three years, producer of
technical parts for agricultural machinery
and car manufacturers, Mitschke, has been
buying a new large-scale machine in order to
meet increasing demand. The company, based in
Southern Germany, operates 17 injection moulding
machines with clamping forces of between 450
and 32,000 kN in two production halls and its
annual material throughput is around 4,000
tons of different engineering plastics, including
speciality products comprising up to 30 per cent
talc, glass beads and short and long glass fibres
with a fibre content of up to 50 per cent.

A

AFTER
SIGNIFICANT
INCREASES IN
TURNOVER AND
EQUIPMENT
PURCHASES,
GERMAN
INJECTION
MOULDING
COMPANY
MITSCHKE
GMBH DECIDED
TO REVAMP
ITS MATERIAL
CONVEYING
SYSTEM IN
ORDER TO
FUTURE PROOF
ITS OPERATIONS
FOR INCREASED
EFFICIENCY
AND FURTHER
GROWTH. BP&R
LOOKS AT THE
DETAILS.

As demand and turnover increased and the
existing conveying system approached its limits,
Mitschke decided to completely revamp its
material conveying system, from the material
loader, the decentralised and central drying
systems, right down to the entire conveying
system used to supply the machine park with
material. The company also decided that the dust
created by the highly-filled materials needed to be
contained and that the future system should be
more energy efficient.
EFFICIENT DESIGN, EFFICIENT SOLUTION
Mitschke worked in conjunction with MotanColortronic to design a central drying system
with two Luxor A900 dry air generators, as well
as six Luxorbin drying hoppers with a capacity
of 1,800 litres each, which were installed on a
specially designed platform. The new system
also included an ETA Plus air volume control, a
dew point control unit and a water cooler for the
regeneration of air.

As demand and turnover
increased and the
existing conveying system
approached its limits,
Mitschke decided to
completely revamp its
material conveying system
number of changes to be made to the control
technology and the associated piping. The
concept overall is designed in such a way that it
can be expanded by additional dry air generators
and drying hoppers.
The process air is controlled by the ETA Plus
system, which analyses and controls both
the individual process air requirements of the
individual drying hoppers as well as that of the
entire system. This means that each drying hopper
is only supplied with the amount of dry air required
to achieve and maintain the required material
conditions.
DUST ELIMINATION AND SPECIALIST SYSTEMS
Since it is not possible to eliminate all of the
dust associated with some materials, the hopper
conveyors as well as some of the machine
conveyors were built using filterless conveying
systems (Metro HCG) from Motan-Colortronic’s
Metro G-series.

One of the two dry air generators comprised
an existing unit, rather than a new one. This
generator has been connected to a new controlled
drying unit, whose air performance varies between
a minimum of 30 per cent and maximum of 100
per cent depending on the current throughput or
demand rate, which supplies the drying hoppers
with dry air. Connecting this unit required a

These conveying systems are specially designed
for processing abrasive materials and are fitted
with special abrasion resistant valves. The
filterless conveyors’ have spacers fitted above
their material inlets, which contributes to the
system’s capacity to extract as much dust and, for
example, loose glass fibre particles, through the
vacuum line and into the central filters as possible.

The filterless hopper conveyors are
fitted with special abrasion resistant
valves. © motan-colortronic

LINE VACUUMS AND CENTRAL SILOS
The material conveying system utilises a line
vacuum. The material is conveyed from one of
12 silos, depending on the source, to the drying
systems and, from there, to the machines via a
coupling station. This makes it possible for every
drying hopper to supply any of the machines
with material. The longest conveying line in the
production facility is 270 metres long. In addition
to the silos, the facility also features an alternative
material source, which comprises a twin-design
big bag station.
The material conveying system is distributed over
four vacuum circuits capable of conveying up to
four tons of material per hour between them in line
with the consumer points’ (machines) capacities.
www.motan-colortronic.com
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STONE ISLAND

Stone Island collection embraces the world’s natural wonders with earthy and enigmatic
tones evocative of lush forests, deep canyons, vast deserts and mystical caves.
New technologies push consumers to a narrow, chaotic lifestyle with less time to interact with
each other and the diverse natural world. Connecting with the tangible beauty of the outdoors
and disconnecting from the intangible digital world is essential for happiness, well-being and a
quality life. The grounded and mysterious colors and solid, darker striations of this collection
play into our fascination with the exotic and wild aspects of nature.

www.ampacet.com
marketing.europe@ampacet.com
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MATERIAL CONVEYING SYSTEM IS
HELPING ONE MOULDER’S GROWTH
AMBITIONS
After significant increases in turnover and
equipment purchases, German injection
moulding company, Mitschke GmbH, decided
to revamp its material conveying system in
order to future proof its operations for increased
efficiency and further growth. BP&R looks at the
details.
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Mike
Boswell

I would however
echo the words
of Donald Tusk
and ask our
politicians to
use this time
effectively and
in that context
to carefully
consider the
wishes and
needs of the UK’s
third largest
manufacturing
sector.”

Head of BPF Taskforce
urges Parliament to
“use time effectively”
after further Brexit
delays
Mike Boswell, Head of the British
Plastics Federation’s Brexit
Taskforce, has said that politicians
need to use their time effectively
to avoid a no-deal, following news
that the Brexit deadline has been
extended to October 31st.
Despite the delay, Theresa May
has still insisted the UK will be
aiming the leave the EU with a deal
as soon as possible.
She said: “Vitally, the EU have
agreed that the extension can be
terminated when the Withdrawal
Agreement has been ratified, which
was my key request of my fellow
leaders.”
Boswell has said that even
though the delay would continue

PREA and IES announce
collaboration
PREA Ltd and International
Environmental Solutions (IES) have
announced their collaboration to
offer a number of global plastics
recycling services.
IES’s responsibility will include
buying and selling recycling
companies globally, mergers and
joint ventures and recruitment at all
levels globally.
Pravin S Mistry, Global CEO of
PREA, a polymer manufacturing
consultancy, said: “The addition of
8

the uncertainty within the plastics
industry, it may be worth it to avoid
crashing out of the EU without a
deal.
He said: “Although most UK
businesses would prefer certainty
in terms of what the future holds for
the trading relationship between
the UK and the EU27, in a recent
BPF membership survey over three
quarters of respondents indicated
they did not want a no-deal
outcome and on this basis we must
accept that more time is needed
in order for Parliament to find a
reasonable way forward.
“I would however echo the
words of Donald Tusk and ask
our politicians to use this time
effectively and in that context to
carefully consider the wishes and
needs of the UK’s third largest
manufacturing sector.”
www.gov.uk

the recycling expertise from IES
will be a mutual benefit to both
parties.”
John Gibbins, IES Managing
Director, said: “The venture will
benefit both companies and our
customers. In addition, with the
geopolitical change in sourcing
and transporting recycled plastic
materials we can fulfil customer
requirements.”

KraussMaffei signs
share purchase
agreement with UK’s
Pultrex
KraussMaffei has signed a share
purchase agreement with Essexbased Pultrex, strengthening
its competencies in the area of
pultrusion.
Pultrex is one of the leader
providers of pultrusion, pullwinding
and filament winding systems,
and is itself a manufacturer of
pultrusion profiles. It has over 40
years of experience in the field
of pultrusion, and more than 600
Pultrex pultrusion systems are in use
worldwide.
Nicolas Beyl, President of the
Reaction Process Machinery
segment at KraussMaffei Group,
said: “With Pultrex, we have a
valuable, experienced partner at our
side, with whom we will expand our
pultrusion business division for the
long term.
“With the expertise and
experience of Pultrex, we are
complementing our system
competence and now offer the
entire value chain from a single
supplier. At the same time, we
will together pursue the aim of
promoting standardised pultrusion
system construction, therefore
offering our customers solutions with
optimum price-performance ratios.”
Colin Leek, Managing Director
of Pultrex, said: “The range of
pultruded profiles is extremely
diverse and continues to grow.
Thanks to the cooperation with
KraussMaffei, completely new
opportunities and applications will
arise for us and our customers.”
www.kraussmaffeigroup.
com

www.prea.co.uk
www.international
environmentalsolutions.
co.uk
WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK

Nicolas
Beyl (left)
and Colin
Leek
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Droitwich plastics
manufacturer
makes £1.2 million
investment
Chess Plastics is set to hit £10
million annual turnover after
expanding its premises and
investing new machinery, thanks
to a £1.2 million support package
from Lloyds Bank Commercial
Banking.
The injection moulding firm
is expanding its current site at
Berry Hill, Droitwich, after buying
a 16,000 sq. ft property with
1.5 acres of land, in addition to
investing in new machinery using
asset finance.
The new property will expand
the firm’s existing facility by as
much as 50 per cent with the
new site handling storage and
distribution, as well as boosting
efficiency by eliminating any wait
time for raw materials and will
save the business £100,000 a
year in storage and rental costs.
The new machine is a 1,000
tonne Borche BU1000 plastic
injection moulding machine

capable of producing plastic
components up to 5kg in weight
and has state-of-the-art software
to allow optimised processing.
This replacement machine is
expected to use 40 per cent less
electricity and will help reduce
the company’s carbon footprint
by around 128 tonnes of CO2 per
year.
Gareth Olden, shareholder and
Director at Chess Plastics, said:
“When my parents founded Chess
Plastics in the 1960’s, it was a
small family operation with just
one or two machines.

“We have made significant
investments over the last five
years in the new plant, building
renovations, training staff and
implementing and updating our
IT systems. We’re 24 hour a day,
five day a week operation with
17 moulding machines and 75
members of staff.”

www.chessplastics.
co.uk
Gareth Olden

All the benefits...

• GREAT BUILD QUALITY • KEBA CONTROL SYSTEM • ENERGY SAVING SERVO DRIVES
• HUGE STANDARD SPECIFICATION • EUROPEAN COMPONENTS
• TWO YEAR GUARANTEE
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RPC Group agrees to
be acquired by Berry
Global Group
RPC Group has agreed to be
acquired by Berry Global Group,
reversing on an earlier offer made
by Apollo Global in January.
Apollo had agreed to buy RPC
Group for £3.3 billion, after being in
talks for a number of months.
Berry Global is valuing each
share in RPC Group at 793 pence,
11 pence per share more than was
offered by Apollo.
Tom Salmon, Chairman and
CEO of Berry Global, said: “We
are extremely excited about the
opportunity to welcome the team
and global capabilities of RPC to the
Berry organisation.
“We are highly impressed by
the tremendous depth of talent
and resources embedded within
RPC, and are looking forward to
the opportunity to strengthen our
combined platform with the wealth
of experience and expertise this
team has to offer.”
www.rpc-group.com

Berry Global Group has
acquired RPC

HTA Nursery Working
Group visits plastics
recycling centre
Representatives from the
horticultural industry have visited
Viridor’s Plastics Recovery Facility
in Kent to find out more about the
plastics recycling process and
the demand for polypropylene for
recycling.
Attendees included members of

10

Ella’s Kitchen baby food
pouches (Credit: Phil Adams)

Ella’s Kitchen and ASDA launch UK-first
recycling partnership
Ella’s Kitchen, a baby food brand,
has partnered with supermarket
Asda on a six month pilot to
encourage more people to recycle
baby food pouches through
TerraCycle.
The recently-launched pilot
is one of the first collaborations
between a brand and retailer to
offer a convenient solution for
plastic packaging.
The six-month trial will see
Freepost envelopes provided in
37 Asda stores, which consumers
can fill with up to 15 baby food
pouches from any brand.
The envelopes can then be
posted to TerraCycle to be
recycled into new items like
benches and fence posts.
Ella’s Kitchen has been working
in partnership with TerraCycle
since 2010 to run its EllaCycle
recycling programme, which
is currently the only recycling

solution for all baby food pouches
in the UK.
There are over 400 public
EllaCycle drop-off points in the
UK where consumers can leave
pouches to be sent back to
TerraCycle. Ella’s Kitchen has set
a target to double the number
of pouches recycled through
EllaCycle by 2021.
Tom Szaky, Founder of
TerraCycle, said:“ Ella’s Kitchen
was one of TerraCycle’s
pioneering brand partners to
launch a recycling solution for
packaging that is not accepted
by council recycling schemes in
the UK. We’re incredibly excited
that this partnership has evolved
to include Asda and we hope
many more brands will follow suit
in taking responsibility for their
packaging and invest in new ways
to recycle.”

the Horticultural Trades Association
(HTA) Nursery Working Group,
plant pot manufacturers, and
representatives from RECOUP, as
RECOUP and the HTA are working
together on a campaign to ensure
local authorities accept non-black
plant pots in their kerbside recycling
schemes.
The visit allowed the attendees
to see how he plastics recovery
process worked, and were able to

track the journey of plastic through
the waste stream and back into
circulation.
Viridor, a founding signatory to
the UK Plastics Pact, is committed to
advising all sectors on how to ensure
greater responsibility, helping the UK
to choose recycled materials over
virgin plastic, and achieve its circular
economy goals.

www.terracycle.co.uk

www.recoup.org

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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How can multiple machines be
supplied with different material?

IN THE LATEST
INSTALMENT OF
OUR ONGOING
SERIES ANSWERING
THE MOST
FREQUENTLY
ASKED MATERIALS
HANDLING
QUESTIONS, THE
EXPERTS AT MOTAN
COLORTRONIC
EXPLAIN THE
CONCEPTS OF
MULTI-POINT
CONVEYING
SYSTEMS.

If multiple machines in plastics processing
need to be supplied with different plastics,
then normally the installation of a multi-point
conveying system would be sensible. Generally,
a multi-point conveying system consists of the
material source (storage bin, dryer, or debagging
station), the conveying lines, the vacuum lines,
the material loaders, a central blower, and the
controls. The material loaders signal the controls
with their material demand, which starts the
material conveying.
Conceptually, multi-point conveying systems
are divided into material-related and machinerelated systems. There are also combinations of
both concepts.
The pipe lines of material-related systems
are dedicated to a material or correspondent
storage bin. The material loaders are then fixed
or connected to these lines with couplings. An
advantage is the particularly distinct separation of
the raw material paths, resulting in the elimination
of contamination. Also, it is comparably easy to
connect additional machines. A disadvantage is
the reduced accessibility; for material changes,
the hose between machine and pipe line needs
to be switched. If an additional material is added,
a new line must be installed throughout the entire

production. Material-related systems are mainly
suited for production, where multiple machines
need to be supplied a few different materials and
material changes rarely occur at the machines.
For machine-related conveying systems, every
processing machine is assigned a conveying
line. They are best suited for production with
many materials, frequent material changes, and
a large number of machines. The connection of
the pipe lines to the different material sources
occurs via coupling stations (e.g. diverters). Here,
the connection to the required material source
occurs manually or completely automatically. In
order to avoid mix-ups, the couplings are fitted
with encoders or are secured with a source-goal
allocation via the software. Alternatively, cutoff
valves monitored by the controls can be fitted in
the material feed lines. In addition to the flexible
material distribution, the low requirement of pipe
installation and the central arrangement of the
coupling station are advantages. In combination
with dry air conveying and line purging (of the
conveying line), machine-related systems are
particularly well suited for dried material.
www.motan-colortronic.com
www.moscorner.com

None of the drawbacks...
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT BY OUR OWN EXPERIENCED ENGINEERS
• SPARES HELD IN THE UK • DEMO SHOWROOM
• STOCK MACHINES

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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INJECTION MOULDING
| NEWS
The new machine at RJG’s facility in Peterborough

RJG Technologies
receives Yizumi
moulding machine at
training centre
Injection moulding training and
technology provider, RJG, has taken
delivery of a new Yizumi machine
on consignment for use in its UK
programmes and courses.
The Yizumi UN60A5 295/600
injection moulding machine will be
used at RJG’s Peterborough facility
in its ‘Fundamentals of Systematic
Moulding, Module One - Melt
Preparation and Plasticisation’,
‘Module Two Process Control’ and
‘Master Moulder I’ courses.
Students will be able to interact with
the machine in a variety of ways in
order to put into practice what they
learn in the classroom. RJG says
this hands-on learning increases
retention and provides students
with tangible knowledge they can
bring back to the plant floor.
“We are excited to be given the
opportunity of using the Yizumi
IMM in our training facility. It’s a
new brand of machine for all of us.
We have been running pre-training
trials and are impressed with the
user-friendly interface and excellent
repeatability of the process and
subsequent part quality,” explained
Andy Nicholls, RJG UK Training
Manager.

12

“We are particularly looking
forward to exploring the remote
access options that this machine
gives us. Over the next few
months we will start to use the
machine extensively during the
practical sections of our training
programmes. It will be very
interesting to see how it performs
against the more traditional
European machines we currently
have in our moulding lab.”
The machine has been supplied
by STV Machinery, Yizumi’s official
distribution partner in the UK. It
has been developed specifically
for the European market with a
high standard specification and
European components, supported
by STV UK’s team of engineers
with stocked spare parts. Standard
specification includes double
core pull, robot interface, energy
saving servo drive system, familiar
European control system and
major components from top
manufacturers.
Richard Perry, Sales Director
at STV Machinery, upon delivery
said: “We’re delighted to have the
opportunity to work with RJG by
supplying a machine to support
their high-quality training courses.
Having the ability to place a
Yizumi machine in front of a range
of industry personnel at RJG’s

premises is of great benefit, but
we’re also really excited to be
able to offer Yizumi customers the
opportunity to experience one of
RJG’s top training courses as part
of the arrangement. It’s one thing
to have the right tools to do the
job, it’s another entirely to properly
understand how to use that tool to
maximum efficiency.”
He continued: “Although new
to the UK, Yizumi are a wellestablished worldwide company,
represented in over 30 countries.
They manufacture 7000 injection
moulding machines per annum
from three production sites. Their
machine capacities range from
60 to 3200 tonne clamp. At STV
Machinery we are very excited to
be representing them here. We
know a lot about injection moulding
machines from the bottom up and
we believe that the Yizumi range
can really offer UK processors
good quality, reliability and value
for money. We have developed a
new website to enable processors
to learn about the Yizumi products
and we will be supporting all
installations with our already proven
team of exceptional engineers.”
www.rjginc.co.uk
www.stvmachinery.co.uk

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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Armstrong Medical
upscales respiratory
care production with
hybrid moulding
machine
Specialist medical device
manufacturer, Armstrong Medical,
has invested in a hybrid injection
moulding machine from Sumitomo
Demag in order to increase
production after winning a new
contract for a respiratory care
device.
The Northern Ireland-based
company negotiated a new
contract to supply a carbon dioxide
absorber for use in anesthesia
and critical care manufactured
using a brand-new suite of mould
tools. It chose Sumitomo’s Systec
Servo 160 machine for both its
versatility and fast availability, as
lead-time was critical. The firm also
purchased a robot from Sepro to
automate the production process.
Client confidentiality means the
specific terms of the new contract
cannot be divulged, but Nigel

Simpson, Plastics Project Manager
at Armstrong Medical, said that
the work will “significantly expand”
the company’s portfolio. “This
new machine was purchased on
the back of our relationship with a
larger production base, enabling
us to access wider areas of the
respiratory and critical care market,”
he explained.
“In order for us to meet the
demands, we’ve upscaled
production, hence investing in new
machinery. This has enabled us
to lower the cost per unit without
compromising on quality, which
means we will be able to service
a larger slice of the critical care
market,” Simpson added.
Following the latest addition,
Simpson said Armstrong Medical is
looking at increasing its number of
larger injection moulding machines
over the next few years.

Armstrong Medical recently
negotiated a new contract to
manufacture a revolutionary
carbon dioxide (C02) absorber

http://uk.sumitomo-shidemag.eu/

With a personal touch.
AVAILABLE IN THE UK & EIRE EXCLUSIVELY FROM

When you buy a Yizumi, you don’t just
get great value and quality engineering.
You get expert, personal help and support,
sensibly priced spares and decades
of in-house technical knowledge.
No bull.
YIZUMI INJECTION MOULDING MACHINES FROM 60T –3200T

Call us on 01933 27 27 47

or visit www.stvmachinery.co.uk
WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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We’ll get you connected
Stäubli’s technology and unique expertise in the plastics industry
ensures safe, reliable and quick connection solutions – reducing
downtime – optimising mould change – increasing productivity.
Quick connection of thermal regulation and hydraulic circuits:
Reliability. Efficiency. Safety. Stäubli.
www.quick-mould-change.com

Stäubli (UK) Ltd - mail : connectors.uk@staubli.com - Phone: +44 1952 671918

www.kraussmaffei.com
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Sanko Gosei continues
quest for lightweight
components with
Engel machines

The Engel machines at Sanko
Gosei in Skelmersdale

Sanko Gosei has purchased
moulding machinery from Engel as
the company pursues its ambitions
to use the latest weight reduction
technology for the production of
plastic parts.
The firm, based in Skelmersdale,
Lancashire, is using the machines
in conjunction with MuCell foam
injection technology in order to
produce lightweight components
that are low in weight, whilst
retaining strength and quality.
Sanko Gosei says the MuCell
Foam injection moulding is
proving particularly effective in
automotive applications, as well as
other sectors in which it is active.
High precision, low distortion and
dimensionally stable mouldings are
achievable, which the company
says enables it to provide “almost
limitless solutions” for its customers.
Wayne Ash, Managing Director
of Sanko Gosei UK, said: “When
we embarked on this strategy of
promoting lightweight components,
particularly the automotive systems,

we needed a partner with proven
experience in the field. We were
aware of the experience Engel had
in this technology, particularly in
the UK, which made them the ideal
partner.”
He continued: “In the purchase
of the new machines, Sanko Gosei
were not just looking to achieve
excellent results with weight
reduction, we were also considering

energy efficiency and ways of
supporting our efforts to meet our
environmental key performance
indicators. The energy consumption
of the Engel machines has been the
best of any of their competitors.”
www.sanko-gosei.com
www.engelglobal.com

Linear Plastics has
experienced signif icant
growth (Credit: Linear)

Recent investments
help Linear Plastics
achieve significant
growth
South Wales-based toolmaker and
contract injection moulder, Linear
Plastic, says its latest results show
significant growth for the firm.
The company, which has recently
invested extensive capital spend

in CNC and EDM machining
and ongoing resourcing of core
injection moulding activities, says it
is now poised for further growth in
2019/20.
Part of its injection moulding
investment included the purchase
of a Wittmann Battenfeld
MacroPower 1000 tonne injection
moulding machine (IMM) and also a
SmartPower 350 tonne IMM, which

has enabled the firm to expand its
capabilities to produce large parts.
The firm has also expanded
its workforce at its 52,000 sq.
ft. purpose built facility on the
Treforest Industrial Estate, with 100
staff undertaking ongoing upskilling
and development training.
Linear says a commitment to
keeping its portfilio open to diverse
markets, including office furniture,
construction, aerospace, medical,
and electronics, as well as focus
on its core strengths of technical
support throughout the production
process, over-moulding of metal
inserts and remaining flexible are
the key to its ongoing success.
www.linearplastics.com

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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A fitting saving:
How servomotors can
reduce costs for moulders
WORDS | TOM WALKER

S
SPANISH
ENGINEERING
COMPANY,
ITOPLAS, HAS
DEVELOPED
A PRODUCT
KNOWN AS THE
ITOSAVE KIT,
WHICH PROMISES
TO MASSIVELY
DECREASE THE
ENERGY REQUIRED
BY INJECTION
MOULDING
MACHINES,
PROVIDING
COST SAVINGS,
AMONGST OTHER
BENEFITS.
BP&R SPOKE
TO ITOPLAS’
GENERAL
PROGRAMME
MANAGER, EDGAR
BERENGENA,
ABOUT THE
ITOSAVE
TECHNOLOGY,
AND HOW IT
CAN BENEFIT
MOULDERS.

Development started on itoSave in 2014,
when Itoplas started to work with some of its
customers in order to achieve better energy
saving solutions based on servomotors.
“The itoSave servomotor kit achieves better
performance on injection moulding machines by
replacing motors and traditional hydraulic pumps
with high-range servomotors and more efficient
hydraulic pumps,” explained Berengena.
This, he added, grants the refitted machine
with a number of important benefits, including
higher torque, a variety of control modes, and
unsurpassable working efficiency.
The itoSave kit also ensures stable cycles
on the injection moulding machine, as well as
energy savings of up to 80 per cent.
Berengena said: “With itoSave, the pressure
and oil flow control are controlled in close ring,
without the need for proportional valves. This
ensures that when the hydraulic oil is at different
temperatures, the cycle’s velocities will stay
the same, resulting in a stable machine with
constant cycles.”
PERFORMANCE OPTIMISATION
When the itoSave kit has been fitted, Itoplas
engineers adapt the control signals of the motor
to calibrate and optimise the performance of
the kit on the machine on which it has just been
installed.
Berengena said: “When this stage has finished
the installation is over, and you will be able to
enjoy a more profitable, efficient, and productive
machine.
“As the Main Control Unit does not get
replaced, the machine user interface remains
the same, which allows the planning and
management on the production site to remain
the same as before the intervention.”
This, Berengena explained, provides a huge
benefit compared to a full refit, as it means
users do not have to relearn how to operate the
machine.
The itoSave kit is also extremely versatile, as
it can be deployed into any injection moulding
machine, regardless of the technology, clamping
force, or age of the machine.
Berengena said: “We’ve done energy studies
of aluminium injection machines and stamping
presses, and all are suitable to have itoSave
installed.”
A UNIQUE OFFERING
While there are other kits that help make
injection moulding machines more energy
efficient, Berengena believes that itoSave is
unique.
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He said: “We don’t know about a solution in
the market that is similar to itoSave.
“There are several Main Control Units
providers that can deploy servomotors on
existing machines by changing the full electric
control, but no-one can give the
solution as we do, by avoiding the
change of the MCU.”
He continued: “Even though we can
use our knowledge and experience to
deploy our itoControl PAC+HMI and
With the
provide a full retrofit to the machine,
itoSave
which is especially interesting on big
kit we are
machines, it’s not required as part of
guaranteeing
the energy saving solution.
an energy
“On one hand, there are motor
saving of 40
energy drivers, which are not fully
per cent in
suitable for every case and they
almost all
can also decrease the production
situations,
capabilities of the working cycle.
which the
What’s more, they can only achieve 40
typical
per cent of energy saving in the best
energy saving
scenarios.
around 60 per
“With the itoSave kit we are
cent, which
guaranteeing an energy saving of 40
is a massive
quantity
per cent in almost all situations, which
of energy
the typical energy saving around 60
investment
per cent, which is a massive quantity
recovered on
of energy investment recovered on big
big machines.
machines.”
Itoplas’ innovative technology has
seen it recognised by the Chemplast
Awards, with it being chosen as a
finalist in the 2018 edition of the Expo.
Berengena concluded: “Awards are highly
important for us. It helps the wider plastic
manufacturing market to understand the
capabilities and benefits of using our itoSave kit.”
www.itoplas.com

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK

Design
With over 4,000 polymer grades
to offer, our experts will work
with you to consider all aspects of
product, part and tool design to
help you produce your products
efficiently and effectively.

Develop
Touch the color with our
new spectro2guide:
There it is in black
and white: The new
spectro2guide has
arrived. The revolution
in color management.
Upfront design. Color touchscreen.
Camera preview. Auto calibration.
Gloss. Fluorescence.
Digital standard…
www.touchthecolor.com

In partnership with Moldex3D, we can
give you 3D simulations of how our
polymer will flow through your design, so
that you can troubleshoot and optimise
product design before tool steel is cut.

Deliver
We know how important it is to have your
material in the right place, at the right time, for
the right job. By making significant investments
in warehousing and logistics facilities, we
can deliver in full, on time, every time.

Find out more at

Distrupol.com/design-develop-deliver

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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fast track
On the way for
your success!
The optimal solution for quick machine demands:
With the fast track models of the victory and duo series,
ENGEL offers you proven technology of the highest level
with a comprehensive, fixed array of options and a very
short delivery time. In addition, you have the opportunity to
select perfectly matched automation solutions. Benefit
from fast availability and flexibility – remain successful in
the long term with ENGEL.

You will receive your
victory within 6
and your duo
within 12 work weeks*.
* Delivery times quoted here may differ
depending on the actual order.
Please note the terms of the sale:
www.engelglobal.com/fasttrack

www.engelglobal.com/fasttrack
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Full power:

Billion’s all-electric Select
machine proves a hit in Scotland

W
WHEN
MIDLOTHIANBASED MCLAREN
PLASTICS
REQUIRED A
NEW INJECTION
MOULDING
MACHINE FOR
A SPECIFIC
NEW PROJECT
MOULDING CAPS
FOR AEROSOLS,
IT WAS BILLION’S
ALL-ELECTRIC
SELECT THAT WON
THEM OVER. BP&R
SPOKE TO BOTH
FIRMS TO FIND
OUT THE REASON
BEHIND THE
CHOICE.

Even with
just one
machine
the energy
saving has
been huge,
and a fleet
of allelectric
machines
will have
huge
benefits
for the
efficiency
of our
business.

Billion’s latest foray into the
Scottish market has been a
huge success, with an allelectric machine installation at
McLaren Plastics’ Midlothian
site enabling the manufacture
of a new part.
McLaren Plastics required
a new injection moulding
machine for moulding caps for
aerosols, a specific project that
none of its existing machines
could undertake.
Simon Johnson, Business
Development Manager at
Billion UK, said: “McLaren were
running hydraulic machines
and were in the market for
something more efficient but
also capable of a reasonable
cycle time.
“They viewed a few different
manufacturers before settling
on us, because of firstly the
efficiency of our machines,
and secondly, our packaging
background in supplying these
machines.”

TIME WELL SPENT
The machine is an all-electric
Select series, and has been
running since the end of
December, but Bruce McLaren,
Director of McLaren Plastics,
says the period of time before
the machine was installed
proved to be extremely useful.
He said: “Billion have a similar
machine at Edinburgh Napier
University, and we got invited
to go and have a look. I used to
study at Napier, so they were
more than happy for myself and
my colleague David to go and
look at the machine.
“Peter Kirkham, (Managing
Director at Billion UK) showed us
the machine and allowed us to
look at the modes, and we were
able to actually get the modes
ready before the machine came
over from France.

WORDS | TOM WALKER

The new
Billion
machine
in situ at
McLaren

“Billion were very helpful and
managed to arrange some trials
of the modes to be done on
an identical machine, meaning
when our machine arrived
it sped up the de-bugging
process and we could hit the
ground running.”
FAMILY TIES
McLaren Plastics is a familyowned and run business
started by Bruce’s grandfather
in 1960, who bought one of
the very first hand-operated
injection moulding machines
and put it into his plumbing
shop in Edinburgh, making
moulds in his basement.
McLaren still produce the
same product to this day, and
Bruce McLaren himself feels
the family connection played a
part in them choosing Billion.
He said: “Peter has known
my father for many years, and
he often comes in for a chat.
There’s never any pressure
to buy a machine, but we’ve
kept in contact and when this
project came to us, Billion were
extremely helpful.
“There were lots of factors,
meaning we had to correspond
having the machine ready on
site with having the tools ready
to get up and running for our
customer, and Billion were
excellent with helping us to
achieve the timescales.”

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK

THE KEY TO RETENTION
Retaining customers is an
important aspect of the process
for Billion, and McLaren’s praise
has meant the possibility of
further machines being installed
is very likely.
Johnson said: “It’s a volatile
market at the moment and it’s
very easy to switch around in
terms of suppliers. We like to try
and get customers, and once
we’ve got them, we keep them
for as long as possible, which
we do very well.
“We don’t just offer support
through the installation process
but going forward for the rest of
the machine’s life in the factory,
and potentially any future
machines.”
Off the back of the success
with its first Billion machine,
McLaren Plastics has said it
has already enquired about
the possibility of adding more
machines.
McLaren said: “It won’t be for
anything as specific as the caps,
we’ll just be replacing our old
machines with these all-electric
machines as part of our continued
machine refurbishment process.
“Even with just one machine
the energy saving has been huge,
and a fleet of all-electric machines
will have huge benefits for the
efficiency of our business.”
www.billion.fr/en
www.mclarenplastics.co.uk
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MASTERBATCH AND ADDITIVES
| NEWS
GRAFE optimises
masterbatch
performance for
automotive sector
GRAFE has developed new colour
additive combination masterbatches
that achieve improved performance
in terms of UV and thermal
stabilisation of ABS automotive
applications with lower addition
doses.
The company has successfully
completed the development of the
new UV/TS stabilisation variants
for ABS which, in combination with
colour, guarantees a high-quality
surface and excellent stabilisation
of the base polymer.
Dr Jan Stadermann, Head of
the Material Sciences Department
at GRAFE, said the team’s
development goal was to reduce
the required addition dosage of
the colour additive combination
masterbatches from 6.5 per cent to
four per cent without compromising
quality.
“Based on the previous highperformance stabilisation packages
of our automotive combination
masterbatches for ABS, we
conducted xenon tests according
to PV1303 to derive formulation
property relationships,” he
explained.
“Based on the results, we were
able to successfully optimise the
stabilisation packages. In the xenon
test, the test specimens with the
optimised stabilisation show higher
light fastness with lower batch
dosage.”
Dr Stadermann said the
significantly improved performance
of the colour additive masterbatches
offers potential cost savings of up to
30 per cent when purchasing
raw materials.
www.grafe.com

GRAFE has developed new colour
additive combination masterbatches

Broadway Colours
launch new
sustainable product
family
Suffolk-based Broadway Colours
has launched an entirely new family
of polymer additives that each focus
on reducing environmental impact
and enhancing sustainability.
The company says the four new
products in the range are the result
of an intensive R&D programme led
by its recently-appointed Technical
Director, Mark Giblin, designed to
respond to the growing demand
for more sustainable products and
processes by helping to reduce the
amount of energy and raw material
needed, without a compromise on
quality.
“I relish the challenges that have
been presented by the industry
over the past year or so and am
excited to be working with such an
experienced team at Broadway,”
explained Giblin.
The new portfolio consists of
‘Supra-AO’ antioxidants, designed
to preserve the integrity of
polymers recovered from recycling
facilities during reprocessing by
preventing the material becoming
brittle and discolouring.
It also includes ‘SupraSustainable’, a new range of
products designed to make bio and
recycled polymers go further - and
process easier - enabling moulders
to process recycled materials at
lower temperatures and decrease
cycle times, saving energy and
reducing CO2 emissions.

Broadway Colours has
launched new polymer
additives that focus on
reducing environmental
impact and enhancing
sustainability

For applications where virgin
material is required, the range
includes ‘Supra-Degradable’
biodegradable agents. Broadway
says these are designed for any
plastics that do reach landfill by the
use of an additive to ensure that the
product degrades when it should,
without affecting its fitness for
purpose.
Finally, ‘Supra-Performance’, is
a range of additives designed to
get the most from both polymer
and the machine. By using SupraPerformance, Broadway says heat
is able to penetrate the polymer
faster, meaning that processing
temperatures can be reduced.
It also coats the machine parts,
enabling faster throughput, faster
colour changes and reduced wear.
The overall effect of this additive,
the company says, saves energy,
time, wear and wastage.
Giblin continued: “We had to
tackle the issues stage-by-stage
and offer more than one solution to
the various issues of a sustainable
family of products suited and
designed for various polymers
and processes. I strongly believe
the solutions we are presenting
can make a real difference to the
industry.”
www.broadwaycolours.
com
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BEAT Brexit
We’ll BEAT
any price

Need to invest in Injection Moulding equipment, but concerned
about the impact of Brexit?
BOLE Injection Moulding Machines incorporate the latest Servo Motor
technology and patented designs to help reduce your exposure to an
ever-changing market.
Contact us to find out about our Part Exchange scheme.

Tel No. 0121 725 4422

Ampacet has introduced
a new white PET
masterbatch designed to
protect packaged dairy
products

Ampacet introduces
new masterbatch
to prevent
photodegradation in
dairy packaging
Ampacet has introduced a new
white PET masterbatch designed
to protect packaged dairy products
from photodegradation by
imparting a high level of opacity
while dramatically reducing mineral
loading.
Ampacet says new Safari White
PET MB 7100177-E meets European
guidelines of less than four per cent
of mineral loading in PET bottles
and preserves fresh milk flavour
and nutrients even at wavelengths
of 400nm - 550nm, the most
harmful wavelength range for dairy
products.
It also is suited for the
preservation of ultra-high
temperature (UHT) processed milk,
which has an unrefrigerated shelf
life of six-to-nine months.

Compared with conventional
preforms loaded with 10 per cent
TiO2, Ampacet says one-litre bottles
produced with 6.5 per cent of Safari
White (less than four per cent of
mineral loading) perform better in
preventing light transmission, while
allowing throughput increases and
reducing the number of IR heating
elements. 		
This new technology helps to
decrease energy consumption and
the overall environmental impact
of preform stretch-blow moulding
operations, it says.
Because it is NIR-transparent,
Ampacet’s Safari White also allows
sorting with near-infrared optical
sensors and recycling. Safari White
technology is compatible with PET
and polyolefin resins and can be
tailored for individual needs.
www.ampacet.com

Business
Development
Manager,
Paul Kitson

Silvergate sees
success with new
film-specific product
range
Silvergate Plastics says its newlydeveloped range of products
suitable for film production is
proving highly successful.
The Wrexham, North Wales-based
company says the development
is the work of recently-appointed
Business Development Manager,
Paul Kitson’s, desire to highlight
the ways in which Silvergate can
support manufacturers of film, most
notably by introducing a standard
colour collection developed
specifically for this market.
Along with the standard colour
collection, the range also includes
specialist additive formulations
and a new masterbatch specifically
developed for exceptionally thin
gauge film.
“I am delighted with the success
we are having in the film market.
Our approachable team has been
quick to respond to customer
demand and this has been reflected
in the increase in orders received
over the last quarter,” commented
Kitson.
“Being able to provide our
customers with the exact product
they want, when they need it and

in the quantities they require,
is proving to be very beneficial.
Typically, film producers buy in bulk
but sometimes they only need a
small amount of masterbatch. We
manufacture products to suit the
needs of the customer and are
therefore happy to run short orders
on demand.”
Kitson has developed a standard
colour chart for film producers,
to align with their typical working
practices. This, he says, enables
purchasers to place orders for
standard colours quickly, easily and
with complete peace of mind.
Due to the success in this market

and feedback from film producers,
Silvergate has re-engineered the
formulation of its masterbatch for
fine gauge film. It has enhanced the
product using less raw materials,
giving customers an affordable
high-performance solution.
“By proactively listening and
responding to the needs of our
customers, we are able to support
their exact needs. We want to work
in partnership with our customers
and this is a big step forward for
assisting processors operating in
the film market,” Kitson concluded.
www.silvergate.co.uk
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Blue-sky
thinking

P
PERFORMANCE
ADDITIVES
COMPANY,
ADDMASTER,
HAS GAINED A
WORLDWIDE
PRESENCE THANKS
TO ITS SUCCESS IN
EXPORTING AND ITS
UNCONSTRAINED
APPROACH
TO PRODUCT
MANUFACTURING.
BP&R TALKED TO
CEO AND FOUNDER,
PAUL MORRIS,
ABOUT
ADDMASTER’S
BUSINESS MODEL,
ITS PROLIFIC AWARD
WINNING, AND
BREXIT…

S

tafford-based Addmaster is best known for
being a market leader in the antibacterial
sector, while also providing additives to the
consumer, healthcare, food and sports industries.
Adding value to customer products is a
fundamental part of the Addmaster strategy,
whether it be via any of its performance additive
offerings, according to CEO and Founder, Paul
Morris.
“We find that many of our clients can take
up to three of our additives for just one of
their products. Our most popular brands are
Biomaster (antimicrobial technology), Verimaster
(anti-counterfeit technology) and Scentmaster
(fragrance technology) and companies can
often take all of these in just one package,” he
explained.
“That’s key, because if we were just selling
a scent, or just selling an antimicrobial, then
the customer is losing out because they can’t
combine all the different technologies.”
He continued: “When we formed in 2000, we
were then just in polymers and we were looking
at the whole market. We realised though, that the
secret of our success was to focus on key areas.”
BRINGING ADDED-VALUE TO ADDITIVES
As Morris explained, certain other markets have
flourished since the turn of the millennium, and it
has proved as a valuable lesson for Addmaster
to adapt the way it approaches the market.
“People want to be able to make their
products more valuable. If you think back to
2000, when Nokia phones were the most
expensive, people thought no-one would pay
over £100 for a phone,” he said.

“20 years later, people are paying over
£1000 for a phone because Apple brought
added value, and that’s exactly what we’re
trying to do, we’re bringing added-value to
additives.”
Morris said that although the company
is reaching many areas of the world with
its large range of products, it remains
focussed on this value-add approach.
“In terms of the products, even though
we cover a lot of the world we are still very
focused in what we do, to deliberately avoid
the commodity market,” he explained.
“We always say that when you need an
additive that is essential to the product, that
tends to be a commodity. For example, if it’s an
anti-block, slip, or standard process aid, then that
is at the commodity end where there is a lot of
competition and very little value.
“What we’ve focused on is improving a
product and making it better and more valuable.
That is our sweet spot.”
AN UNORTHODOX APPROACH
When it comes to manufacturing products,
Addmaster has an unorthodox approach; it
doesn’t manufacture its own ‘off the shelf’
products, instead choosing to outsource
to companies who have the manufacturing
capabilities to make a product possible.
“We’re then free spirits in how we’re able to
work with clients and without being concerned
and constrained, we can develop products
people would only have dreamed were possible,”
he explained.

Coolflow DTX
Process Cooling Solutions

for Extrusion & Moulding Systems

Hydratech specialise in the manufacture of heat transfer fluids, glycols,
antifreeze solutions, inhibitors and cleansers - for use in cooling and heating
systems in manufacturing processes.
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“Part of our offering is the blue sky
developments we call Masterpiece. We ask
clients to imagine they have a magic wand and
tell us what they would wish for.
“This means we’re not shackled by the
limitations we might have if we manufactured our
own products, because there’s always someone
somewhere who will have the right piece of kit
to make it.” Morris says that is key, as it enables
Addmaster the design freedom physically and
the creative freedom mentally to do it.
He continued: “We really like those sorts of
projects, customers can come and say to us: ‘I’ve
always been looking for this type of additive, and
I’ve never found it, can you help me?’ and we
take those on challenges.
“I’ve been in the industry for over 30 years,
and I find our approach different, as we can
do exactly what the customer wants, develop
it for them, and then everything falls into place
beautifully afterwards.”

Despite Brexit,
which as we all
know has made the
last two years
more difficult
than they should
have been, Brand
UK is very strong
and people love
buying British
products from
British companies,
so the future,
whatever happens,
will be bright.”

SIGNIFICANT EXPORT SUCCESS
Addmaster has also seen significant success in
the export market, with Morris saying that taking
the first step towards the international sales is
not as difficult as businesses may think.
He said: “The first breakthrough was realising
that if you have a unique product, even if
someone isn’t in the same country, they’re going
to want to buy it.
“As well as that, realising the support you
can get in the UK to help you begin to trade
internationally.”
Morris is an adviser to the Department for
Industry and Trade, in a role called a Champion
of Export. “We help take the fear out of exporting
for other UK businesses and show that if you
have a good product, use your local Chamber of
Commerce and the Department for Industry and
Trade, it’s very straightforward,” he explained.

“It can actually be easier than selling locally,
because if I sell to my clients abroad, typically
they buy less frequently but in bigger volumes
and most of them pay up front, so if anything,
our export business is simpler than our local
business.”
He continued: “I’m a passionate believer in
exporting, around 64 per cent of our turnover at
the moment is export, and it great to know we
are strengthening the UK economy.”
BRAND UK IS STRONG
The exporting achievements have led to several
awards for Addmaster, with it most notably
winning the Queen’s Award for International
Trade twice, once in 2011 and again in 2018. Last
year the firm also received accolades from The
Board of Trade Awards and The Chamber of
Commerce Export Awards.
Morris said: “The Queen’s Award particularly
puts you on the map, because your clients can
see that it’s a very tough award to win, and it’s
very recognisable.
“We have international clients who joke: ‘Oh,
so I bet you got to meet the Queen then?’ And
we can say to them that, yes, we actually did go
to Buckingham Palace to meet her. That really
reasonates with overseas customers.”
Morris certainly feels that the crowning
achievement of the award proves a ramification
of the quality of Addmaster’s products both at
home and abroad, and that in lieu of the potential
impending departure from the EU, Addmaster’s
export business will not be dethroned.
“Despite Brexit, which as we all know has
made the last two years more difficult than they
should have been, Brand UK is very strong and
people love buying British products from British
companies, so the future, whatever happens, will
be bright.”
www.addmaster.co.uk

contact us
tel: 01792 586800
www.hydratech.co.uk
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When it comes
to matching colour,
no one gets closer.

Two great names
under one roof

Small footprint 1 and 2-zone
Hot Runner Controllers
The All New
HRCM512
2-zone controller
• Small footprint fully featured 2-zone controller
• 2 independent control zones
• Includes all the features you need
• Includes 2 connector plugs

• We want to bring your colour inspiration to life.

Just £295

HRCM15 1-zone

• We develop amazing new colours and special effects
for some of the worlds leading brands.

• Full feature 15A hot runner
controller

• Performance is built-in, and cost designed out.

• Industry standard features
without the cost

• Any colour, Anywhere, Anytime.

• Includes connector plug

Just £195
Performance Masterbatches
Telephone: +44 (0)1495 310583
Email: customer.service@pmb.co.uk
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www.pmb.co.uk

Large stocks of Ancillaries available for next day delivery
Call our sales team on 01536 403886 / 206653 to discuss your requirements
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FILM EXTRUSION MACHINERY
| NEWS
Labtech unveils
custom-built cast
film line

Macchi installs
first nine-layer
coextrusion line in
Germany

Labtech has custom-built a new
cast film line specifically for the
electronics industry to produce
embossed and laminated thick film.
The line comprises a threeroll rolling stack, where the top
roll is covered in rubber and the
centre, steel roll, engraved with the
embossing pattern. The second,
two-roll stack is then used for
lamination.

The company has also added a new
vertical machine direction stretching
unit. The unit, which is supplied in
roll widths of 350mm to 800mm, is
either free standing or fed by preproduced films in rolls and can be
used with single- or multi-layer film.
Depending on film composition, the
film can be stretched up to 10 times
with either one or two stretching
stations.
The new unit is available in the
UK through Newton Abbot-based
Milmerran, Labtech’s UK agent.

Italian extrusion machinery
manufacturer, Macchi, has
installed a nine-layer coextrusion
plant to a leading producer of
agricultural film in Germany.
The line installed at Duo Plast AG
is configured with seven extruders
at 55mm, two extruders at 65mm,
a 500mm die head, a ‘Bo Plus’
double station automatic winder
and has an estimated capacity of
500 kg/hr.
Macchi says the nine-layer
line will enable Duo Plast to
produce stretch films that are
more efficient, with thinner layers
and higher stretchability. It also
contributes to its sustainability
ambitions, providing Duo Plast with
the unique capability to extend its
portfolio of high-performance films
based on recycled material and
on polymers out of renewable raw
materials.
The line features many of
Macchi’s most recent technical
developments, including a new
air recirculation system for a
reduction in energy consumption;
a micro porous inversion bar
system, specifically to produce
sticky films; a fully automated
system for unloading finished rolls;
and the new ‘Macchi 4.0’ system
for the exchange of production
data.
“The new extrusion line, which
fully complies with all the
most stringent Industry 4.0
requirements, is a fundamental

The new line at
Duo Plast

component for further Duo
Plast developments as far
as functionality, quality and
production standards are
concerned,” explained Detlef
Kaase, COO of Duo Plast.
“Now we can use special
polymers in each single layer.
We can grant our customers a
higher load security and higher
barrier properties while using less
material. The simple handling
and the high safety standards
bring high added-value for our
employees.”

www.millmerran.co.uk

www.macchi.it

The new Labtech equipment
WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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SIZE
REDUCTION
SPECIALISTS

Renmar Plastics Machinery are the UK distributor of Italian
manufactured plastic granulators from Engin Plast.
Engin Plast granulators are manufactured to a high
standard in Italy and have impressive standard features
such as compressed air self-clean cutting chamber
and a quick-change knife system.

Teaming up with Italian plastic material shredder
manufacturer ISVE, Renmar Plastics Machinery provide
single, twin and four shaft plastic shredders as well
as the unique combi-series.
Renmar have an industrial shredder model
available for virtually any application.

BESIDE-THE-PRESS
GRANULATORS

MEDIUM
GRANULATORS

SINGLE SHAFT
SHREDDERS

TWIN SHAFT
SHREDDERS

CENTRAL
GRANULATORS

THERMOFORMING
GRANULATORS

FOUR SHAFT
SHREDDERS

COMBI-SERIES
SHREDDERS

Working with a small number of carefully selected international manufacturers with quality
products, we have an impressive range of ancillary equipment and machinery suitable for
many different industries such as plastics, print, packaging, medical, automotive and food.

Discover how our market leading solutions
can improve your process
+44 (0) 844 6933225

info@renmar.co.uk

www.renmar.co.uk

CASE STUDY

Rani Plast Excels

with Seven-Layer Davis-Standard Line

IN
ONLY TWO YEARS
SINCE INSTALLING A
SEVEN-LAYER BLOWN
FILM LINE FROM
DAVIS-STANDARD,
FINLAND-BASED
RANI PLAST IS
EXPERIENCING
PROFITABLE
OUTCOMES FOR
ITS AGRICULTURAL
FILM OPERATION.
BP&R LOOKS AT THE
DETAILS.

Since the line’s start-up in August of 2016, Rani Plast
has expanded its family-run business by optimising
production, developing its distributor network and
introducing new products. At the time of installation,
this was the largest seven-layer blown film line
Davis-Standard had ever built for a customer.
“Before this line, we lacked capacity and were
limited to film widths of 18 meters. Being able to
run expanded widths has given us access to new
distributors and end customers,” explained Mikael
Ahlback, Group CEO of Rani Plast. “It has also given
us greater flexibility to react on immediate demands
from customers, shortening lead times. We’re able
to offer new products such as EVOH-based barrier
films that will be available for the next agricultural
season. This product will be sold as an underlay
film as well as a conventional silage film to help
customers make better silage than before.”
Ahlback explained the demand for silage films,
one of Rani Plast’s largest markets, has risen due
to the increased size of farming operations. Silage
film provides an economical way to preserve and
protect feed for animals. Rani Plast says the sevenlayer structure has helped optimise mechanical film
properties for this film in a manner not previously
possible. In addition to silage, Rani Plast uses the
seven-layer line for making wider films used in
covering peat and turf.

films with optimised coextrusion ratios for thicker
skin layers and low-percentage core layers for
barrier-based structures, as well as non-barrier
structures using a variety of polymer blends. The
die and tower are capable of producing a bubble
up to 23 meters unfolded at high-output rates with a
dual-lip, automatic profile control air ring. The line’s
seven Davis-Standard MAC extruders are fitted with
DSB feedscrews for homogenous mixing and lowtemperature melt streams, essential to film quality
and the production of large width films.
“A big part of our success was the support of DavisStandard during installation, the initial start-up
period and optimisation of the line” said Ulf Sandvik,
Project Manager at Rani Plast. “We’ve had to make
some adjustments, but the cooperation between
our companies has been excellent. Both of us have
gained new experience, and we have been very
pleased with this investment.”

www.davis-standard.com

The line’s design has been carefully planned and
customised, with a 2.3-metre, seven-layer Centrex
IBC die an integral part of performance. Rani Plast
says this die supports enhanced film quality while
providing with versatility for its diverse portfolio.
This includes the capacity to process high-quality

Before this line, we
lacked capacity and were
limited to film widths
of 18 meters. Being able
to run expanded widths
has given us access to
new distributors and end
customers

Rani Plast installation

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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PURE
PERFORMANCE
POLYMERS

High-performance plastics
for demanding applications

style

No matter which industry-specific
challenges you are facing, we provide
high-performance polymers for all
kinds of applications. As a leader in
distribution and compounding, we
are strong in innovation and product
development. You can depend on our
comprehensive technical support and
uncompromising service all over the
world.
Do you process plastics?
Then we are your reliable partner.

flexibility
effect

ALBIS (UK) Ltd.
Parkgate Industrial Estate, Knutsford
GB-Cheshire WA 16 8XW
Phone: +44/(0)1565/755777
Fax: +44/(0)1565/755196
albisuk@albis.com
In Ireland: ireland@albis.com
www.albis.com
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RUD

TOOL-MOVER
HANDLING
HEAVY TOOLS
 Safety handling heavy plant & moulding tools
 Handling range 10-64 Tonnes
 Increases operator safety
 Reduces potential of tool damage
 Improves efficiency & safety
 Suitable for the following industries: Plastics,

Automotive, Plant, Tooling & More
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COMPOSITES | NEWS
First prototype
carbon fibre chassis
delivered from
new £50m McLaren
Automotive centre
The first prototype carbon fibre
MonoCell, the tub that forms
the main structure of McLaren’s
cars, has been shipped from the
company’s new £50m innovation
and production centre in Yorkshire
to the McLaren Production Centre
(MPC) in Woking, Surrey.
Codenamed ‘PLT-MCTC - 01’
- which stands for ‘Prototype
Lightweight Tub, McLaren
Composites Technology Centre 01’ - the tub completed its 175-mile
journey to the British sportscars
and supercar maker’s global
headquarters from the McLaren
Composites Technology Centre
(MCTC). There it will be involved
with stringent crash testing duties.

The MCTC was opened in
Yorkshire last year as part of
McLaren’s plans to increase the
rate of innovation of its lightweight
carbon fibre chassis that is at the
heart of all its cars.
McLaren is accelerating its
ambitions to lightweight as cars
move towards hybrid powertrains
that are generally heavier than their
traditional petrol counterparts. All
McLaren’s sportscars and supercars
will be hybrid by 2024.
“The delivery of the first prototype
carbon fibre tub by the new MCTC
to McLaren HQ is not only an
exciting day for everyone who has
directly worked on the project but
also a significant milestone for
McLaren Automotive’s ambition
to be world-beaters in lightweight
and composites technology which
goes hand-in-hand with our move
to hybrid powertrains,” said Wes
Jacklin, Plant Director, MCTC,
McLaren Automotive.
“We never innovate for the sake
of it; we innovate to continually

The NCC in Bristol

NCC and Surface
Generation
collaborate on
successful research
activity in composites
overmoulding
The National Composites Centre
(NCC) in Bristol has successfully
collaborated with Surface
Generation in the application
of its ‘Production to Functional
Specifications’ (PtFS) technology
with a thermoplastic composites
injection overmoulding process.
Rutland-based Surface Generation
and the NCC together have
produced a number of carbon
reinforced/PA6 automotive
demonstrators which are due to be
assessed by an automotive OEM.
Each manufactured component

weighs 1.2kgs and comprises four
continuous carbon fibre reinforced/
PA6 composite inserts overmoulded
with short carbon fibre PA6.
The success of this collaboration,
says the NCC, is a testament
to the combination of Surface
Generation’s PtFS technology and
the performance of the NCC’s Engel
Duo 1700T injection overmoulding
capability. The NCC overmoulding
cell supplied by Engel (Austria)
features a horizontal 1700T press,
injection barrel temperatures/
pressures up to 420 °C and 2000
bar with a shot volume up to
6400 cm3.
Sean Cooper, Principal Research
Engineer for High Volume
Manufacturing at the NCC explained:
“PtFS technology provides a variety
of benefits for injection moulding.
The ability to keep the average

fulfil our promise to create iconic
sportscars. It’s increasingly clear
that with future heavier powertrain
requirements, exploiting innovative
lightweighting techniques and
technologies is going to be a
significant key to unlocking all the
handling and agility characteristics
that our customers demand.”

The f irst
prototype
carbon
f ibre
MonoCell

www.mclaren.com

tool temperature higher than usual
during the injection phase of the
process can reduce the clamping
force and injection pressures
required for mould filling. The zonal
temperature control is exploited to
ensure an optimum joint is achieved
between the inserts and the
overmoulding material. Enhanced
thermal control also facilitates
manufacturing for variable thickness
injection mouldings”
He added: “I am very pleased
that the first commercial research
activity in composites overmoulding
performed here at the NCC has
been supporting Surface Generation
in demonstrating the value of their
tooling technology. Our work with
Surface Generation is exactly what
the NCC was set-up to achieve
– providing the technology, the
technical skills and the innovation
environment companies need to
accelerate their composites R&D.”
Alasdair Ryder, Special Projects
Engineer at Surface Generation
stated: “We look forward to returning
in 2019 for the manufacture of
opposite handed parts as we
demonstrate further improvements
to our process capability and
stability.”
www.nccuk.com
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Ultra Purge™
purging
compounds
deliver fast
color changes.

PURGING COMPOUND +
MOULD MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS +
RELEASE AGENTS

K-SHOW - HALL 8A - STAND H41

Our Ultra Purge™ purging compounds for
thermoplastic processing decrease scrap
during colour changes and cleaning times,
while meeting stringent environmental and
process efficiency requirements.
Watch our application video and learn how
to noticeably increase your performance at
www.chemtrend.com/purging1.
Learn more about our Lusin® mould
maintenance products at
www.chemtrend.com/lusin_mould_
maintenance_products.

thplastics
Complete ancillary solutions

Let us help you maximise your
thermoplastics
processing potential.

VISIT CHEMTREND.COM OR ULTRAPURGE.COM

The new Eclipse seating

UK-based Rockwood
Composites partners
on revolutionary
aircraft seating
Newton Abbot-based Rockwood
Composites has partnered global
aircraft cabin solutions specialist,
HAECO, to develop tooling on
‘Eclipse’, a new range of seat shells
and console work.
Rockwood’s role is facilitating
the design-for-manufacture of
the surround seating system
and undertaking tool design and
manufacture for the project, which is
designed for business class seating.
This bespoke seat will feature
compound, moulded surfaces
and respective tooling design and
Rockwood will also provide what
HAECO terms ‘zero production parts’,
which are first of a kind, and are used
to validate that the design meets
its intended function and can be
manufactured in long run.
Eclipse is a new line of premium
products which it is hoped will
redefine short-haul business class
and long-haul premium economy
with a patented staggered seating
arrangement. This arrangement
provides a similarly luxurious
experience to that found on long
haul business class flights, while
also improving the airline’s route
economics.
Jose Pevida, HAECO Cabin
Solutions Senior Vice President
of Engineering and Product
Development, said: “It comes
down to ‘how smart’ the tools are
designed, and how much thought
has gone into making the right tools.
These developments are key to
HAECO because they support our
initiatives with a totally new platform

of premium products. Nothing like
Eclipse has been done before.”
The surround produced by
Rockwood attaches to the back
of the seat, as opposed to being
attached to the floor plinth. This
new configuration, it says, has many
economic advantages, takes up
less space, making qualification less
costly and provides the feel of a firstclass seat, though at a much lower
cost.
Mark Crouchen, Managing Director
of Rockwood Composites, said: “To
secure the right rigidity, strength and
flexibility of the set surround was a
real challenge, and one we met head
on. Working closely with HAECO
Cabin Solutions, we have deployed
our expertise in composites to
deliver a seat which is fully compliant
and could easily be mistaken for a
first-class environment.”
There is already a commitment
to refit a large fleet for an unnamed
Middle-East-based airline with the
Eclipse platform.
www.rockwoodcomposites.
com

Polyscope Polymers
wins JEC award
for automotive
composites innovation
Polyscope Polymers has won the
2019 JEC Innovation Award in the
Automotive Application category.
Polyscope’s XIRAN SGH30EB
glass-filled thermoplastic composite
was specified by Webasto France
and the Renault Group for the rollerblind guide rails on the panoramic
sunroof modules installed in the
Renault Scenic and Grand Scenic
MPV models.
This is a significant automotive
innovation for the industry, being
the first time that a thermoplastic
composite material has successfully
replaced aluminium for this type of
sunroof design in a mass-produced
passenger car.
The move from conventional
anodised aluminium extruded
profiles to thermoplastic composite
guide rails provided Renault with
customer design improvements,
freeing up 13 mm of headspace for
passengers and increasing the angle
of vision through the glass panel.
The XIRAN SGH30EB composite
guide rails simplified the
construction and installation for the
sunroof on the Scenic and Grand
Scenic vehicle assembly lines,
delivering a significant system cost
reduction for the sunroofs.
Ferdi Faas, Business Unit Director
at Polyscope Polymers, said: “We
are absolutely delighted and feel
very honoured to have won this
prestigious JEC Innovation Award.
“It was a challenging application
development for the Polyscope team,
but we were fortunate to be working
with outstanding, highly technical,
design and engineering people in
Webasto France and the Renault
Group and the specialist partner
companies involved in this project.”
www.polyscope.eu

The sunroof module arrives at Renault’s
assembly plant fully assembled
WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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Immediate Delivery on Stock Machines

Expert of Intelligent Two-Platen IMM

The first overseas subsidiary
in the United Kingdom
• In house stock machines from 60T-600T clamping forces
• Spare parts are also available

Some of the advantages of our injection moulding machines
• Energy Saving • Low Noise • Stable injection with linear guide
• High repeatability • Automatic retractable tie bar system
• 2 colour and 3 colour machines are installed in the UK
• Small foot print • Local supports across UK and Ireland
• Clamping force up to 6800T
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Tel no. 01384 885 328
www.borche.co.uk
email: info@borche.co.uk
Bay 2, Building 83, First Avenue,
The Pensnett Estate, Kingswinford DY6 7FL
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“THE future of plastics
in automotives?

It’s certainly not going to be boring”

AS
THE AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY FACES
FUNDAMENTAL
TRANSFORMATION,
NOT LEAST
IN TERMS OF
MOBILITY
TRENDS, GLOBAL
COMPETITION AND
‘GENERATION X’,
BRITISH PLASTICS
AND RUBBER
ATTENDED THE
ANNUAL PLASTICS
IN AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINEERING
(PIAE) CONFERENCE
IN MANNHEIM,
GERMANY, TO SEEK
OUT THE LATEST
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THE PLASTICS
INDUSTRY AS PART
OF THIS CHANGE.

WORDS
LEANNE
TAYLOR

I

t’s certainly not going to be
boring, we’re going to see
more interesting challenges
than before.” These were the
words of Thomas Drescher,
Head of Automotive
Technology at Volkswagen
AG when discussing the
future role of the plastics
industry in the changing
automotive landscape.
Opening the conference in
Mannheim, Germany, on 3
April, Drescher told delegates
that the “fundamental
change” facing the industry
should be embraced by
plastics suppliers.
Hans-Jürgen Duensing
of Continental AG followed
Drescher with an enlightening
presentation outlining the
many new trends facing the
automotive industry, such
as autonomous driving;
e-mobility and connectivity
and said, “without plastics
achieving these trends would
be impossible.” He appealed
for the plastics industry to
face these “tremendous
challenges” head on and said,
“we must do what is feasible
to bring these challenges to
the fore.”
IS EUROPE RUNNING OUT
OF TIME?
The question posed in a
panel session comprised of
senior representatives from
automotive OEMs, market
analysts and plastics materials
producers was whether
Europe is falling behind China
in the race towards mass
electrification of vehicles.
Yu Wang, Chinese Market
Expert, said that the Chinese
Government’s heavy push
towards e-mobility with

Thomas
Drescher,
Head of
Automotive
Technology
at
Volkswagen
AG

regulations, incentives and
subsidies was a clear driver
for the country’s fast adoption
of the technology.
“There is no wait for EVs,”
Wang explained. “China has
the most EV charging stations
in the world and last year
Chinese OEMs brought many
new vehicles to the EV market
and sold millions of units.”
Wang said that where the
implementation was fast, the
technology was not always
the most sophisticated, and
this is where the strong
technical expertise of the
European automotive industry
was an advantage.
In terms of plastics, Wang
said the market is much
less inclined to stick with
traditional materials, offering
opportunity for suppliers.
“China is more open to
trying new things; this is why
plastics are important in this
market, whereas the view
in Europe is perhaps more
traditional,” he explained.
The panellists concluded
that where China was
ploughing ahead with EVs,
Europe could still compete,
but there was a need to
speed up innovation cycles,
as well as embrace and
overcome the roadblocks
to mass adoption in Europe,

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK

such as weight, batteries,
charging time/systems and
infrastructure.
Dr. Axel Tuchlenski, Head
of Product and Application
Development at Lanxess
answered the question as to
whether the adoption of EVs
would affect the business
of traditional engineering
plastics suppliers. “I’m
optimistic for our industry and
I’m optimistic in the good old
benefits such as freedom of
design, innovation enabling,
cost and weight savings,” he
explained, adding, “I think the
plastics industry will succeed
with the introduction of the
electrical powertrain, yes.”
Continuing, Dr Josef
Wünsch, Senior Vice
President of Structural
Materials and Systems at
BASF, said the key to the
plastics industry’s success
in the future automotive
market is “speed and doing
it together.” He added: “We
have to standardise certain
things when it comes to
materials, so we speak
one language. Let us as an
industry stand together and
align. Let Mannheim be the
starting point of alignment
and working together as an
industry.”
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Hilma M-TECS 240 high temperature system
Process rubber at up to 240°C
Push-button clamping in one second
Plate thickness just 5.5 cm
EN 201 / EN 289 / Industry 4.0
Find out more at
www.roemheld.co.uk
or call 01462 459052

Tel: 01260 22 66 67
Mail:sales@ktech.co.uk
Web: www.ktech.co.uk

Roemheld workholding. Driving Innovation through Manufacturing

Tel: +44 (0)1793 827666
Email: sales@transxl.co.uk
Web: www.transxl.co.uk

Toolmaker
of the Year

Sheet Equipment

2018

SHEET LINES

“Faulkner Moulds
are a rare breed in
this field. Excellent
quality, on time,
every time, no
exceptions. I have
nothing but praise
for this professional
toolmaker.”

1680mm Sheet Line
PIPE/PROFILE

»
»
»
»
»
»

Specialist in complex tooling solutions
Consistent track record in on-time tooling delivery
Agie Charmilles spark erosion
5-Axis Mikron high-speed graphite and
hard metal machining centre
Product design consultation service
Design for Manufacture principles
Current SolidWorks and SolidCAM multiple licences
35 years’ experience
ISO9001: 2015 certification
3D printing, prototyping and testing

Granulation

THERMOFORMING

Sales and Marketing Director,
leisure and automotive
manufacturer.

»
»
»
»

Thermoforming

1600mm wide Omipa 3 roll
polishing stack

Visit us
at the GTMA
Manufacturing Solutions
Ireland, Limerick,
12 Jun 2019
(stand 43a).

01422 371072 / 07884 297050 / info@faulknermoulds.net
faulknermoulds.net

50” wide Irwin model 50NT
EPS thermoforming machine
PELLETISING

Extruders

1422mm wide Cumberland
model 56T granulator
Pelletising

GRANULATORS

130mm Friul Filiere Twin screw
parallel extruder for PVC

EXTRUDERS
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18mm Betol pelletising line with
18mm single screw extruder

0
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MORE MACHINERY, MORE PHOTOS ON THE WEB WWW.TRANSXL.CO.UK
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emissions of volatile organic
components (VOC) and a
PC+PBT blend, Makroblend
SR60, which it says provides
good mechanical properties
and cost advantages, primarily
in applications with high-gloss
surfaces without a coating.

PIAE 2019
focussed
on future
mobility

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
The opening discussions were
followed by presentations from
leading OEMs, including Volvo,
Renault and Volkswagen.
Dr Sandra Tostar, Technical
Specialist for Polymer Materials
Application from Volvo,
outlined the automaker’s
recycled plastic strategy, as
it strives to use 25 per cent
recycled plastics in all its new
vehicles from 2025. “This
is a huge challenge,” she
explained. “We need quantity,
quality and, at the right price of
course, so we are working hard
on research to ensure that we
meet the goal we have set.”
Dr Gérard Liraut, Polymers
Expert Leader at Renault,
explained the automotive
megatrends as Connected,
Autonomous, Shared and
Electric drive (‘CASE’). He said
the polymers needed for the
vehicles of the future were
those that enabled weight
reduction, adding “weight is
the enemy!” He continued:
“In addition, of course, the
polymers needed for the
connected and autonomous
vehicles will be critical in
enabling safety and the ones
needed for car sharing will
need to ensure the vehicles
look good for a long time.”
Liraut said Renault forsee the
use of polymers in its cars
increasing from 20-30 per cent
by 2040.
TRENDS IN ACTION
Day two of the conference
showcased production parts
that were providing many
efficiency gains on a range
of vehicles. Gerd Burk of
Porsche and Christian Köhler
of thyssenkrupp highlighted
how the development of the
carbon fibre wheel for the
911 Turbo enables weight
savings of over 20 per cent
compared to conventional
materials and Philipp Malzkorn
of Audi explained how new
a fully-clad underbody in its
all-electric SUV vehicle is
providing better performance,

handling and efficiency.
Finally, David Larsson and Lars
Jerpdal of Scania outlined how
replacing most SMC parts with
thermoplastics in its trucks
resulted in benefits including
25 per cent weight reduction,
comparable stiffness and
recyclability.
NEW MATERIALS AT
THE SHOW
The PIAE conference was
accompanied by an exhibition
showcasing the latest plastics
materials innovations from
leading suppliers. Spain-based
Elix Polymers presented
the newest developments
of its chrome-platable ABSbased materials and Ascend
Performance Materials,
producer of polyamide 6.6
resin, exhibited its newest
range for automotive
lightweighting and
electrification. It showcased
two new grades, Vydyne
R433H and R435H, for
automotive structural inserts
in downgauged metal. Ascend
also featured its Vydyne J
series of copper-free and
non-halogenated electrically
neutral PA66 grades, which it
says have shown a perfect fit
in low contact corrosion E&E
applications for hybrid and
electric vehicles.
POLYCARBONATE BLENDS
FOR THE CAR INTERIOR
Covestro focused on the car
interior, presenting three new
polycarbonate blends which
meet the different requirements
for use inside the vehicle.
Its PC+ABS blend, Bayblend
T85 XAT, is anti-static and
provides permanent dust-free
interior panelling. Covestro
says the polycarbonate blend
is resistant to UV radiation and
offers property improvements
and cost benefits compared
with the previous standard
product PC+ASA.
It also showed Bayblend
T85 XUV, which features
permanent light stability,
good impact strength and low

MATERIALS FOR AESTHETIC
APPLICATIONS
INEOS Styrolution showed
Luran S, a suitable material
for automotive exterior
applications such as radiator
grills and mirror housings.
Dedicated grades of the
material were developed for
weather resistance and UV
stabilisation and the company
says the grades are also used
for unpainted parts, such
as SUV rear spoilers. It also
exhibited new structures with
laser grained surfaces and
applications of StyLight, a
material based on a modified
SAN matrix and diverse fibre
textiles.
NEW LOW-DENSITY
PP GRADE
Borealis showed an advanced
new material to its low-density
polypropylene portfolio for
interior applications, Daplen
EE058AI. “The 10 percent
talcum-filled and elastomermodified high-purity grade
is designed to meet the
latest OEM requirements for
automotive interior applications
with low odour, emission and
fogging levels, while offering
significant weight savings,”
explained Nick Kolesch, Head
of Automotive Marketing for
Borealis. “It combines an
excellent balance of stiffness
and impact strength with class
A aesthetic surfaces and high
scratch resistance.”
LIGHTWEIGHT ABS LGF
FOR SEMI-STRUCTURAL
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Trinseo unveiled its new ABS
LGF alloy that can replace
metal in semi-structural
components, providing up to
30 percent weight savings
compared to magnesium or
aluminum. As a structural
polymer, Trinseo says the ABS
LGF composite offers not only
lower weight than magnesium,
but also low VOC and low
odour properties, and enables
faster production cycle times.
www.piae-europe.com
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PLASTIC WELDING SOLUTIONS
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FUSION 1
Compact and
slimline:

Thanks to integrated air
guide

Suspension
device:

Effortlessly weld longer by
suspending the device

Controlled:

Automatically controlled
air temperature

Pistol Grip
Handle:

Can be mounted for onehanded welding

Rod shape

Reduced design
for increased
maneuverability
in small spaces

Double-sided
wire intake
LED Light

To illuminate
the welding area

For more
flexibility
when welding

Tel: +44 (0)1707 331111
info@welwyntoolgroup.co.uk
www.welwyntoolgroup.com
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POLYMER SOLUTIONS
BY DESIGN

HIGH QUALITY, COST-EFFECTIVE
MASTERBATCH
INCLUDING:

CUSTOM COLOURS

STOCKED UNIVERSAL COLOURS
INNOVATIVE SPECIAL EFFECTS
HIGH PERFORMANCE ADDITIVES

•Precision injection moulding systems•Design and
development capabilities•Rapid prototyping facilities•
•Assembly and overmoulding services•

Fibrax Ltd., Queensway
Wrexham LL13 8YR, UK
T: +44 (0)1978 356744
E: info@fibrax.com
www.fibrax-mouldings.com

CUSTOM COLOUR MASTERBATCH
T: +44(0)1986 875100
sales@broadwaycolours.com
UNIVERSAL MASTERBATCH
WWW.BROADWAYCOLOURS.COM
UNBEATABLE SERVICE
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MATERIALS | NEWS
Mexichem Speciality
Compounds expands
in UK
Mexichem Speciality Compounds
(MSC) has installed a new
production line at its facility in
Melton Mowbray, UK, increasing
production capacity by an
additional 10,000 tonnes per year.
The additional volume output is
targeted to service MSC’s global
customer base with demand for low
smoke halogen free MEGOLON
compounds as wire and cable
manufacturers respond to evolving
construction product regulation
requirements.
Daniel J DeLisle, MSC’s General
Manager, said: “Investing in
the ability to rapidly service our
customers’ requirements is at the
forefront of this initiative. 		
While global standards continue
to evolve, and while technology
continues to advance, our reaction

MBA Polymers UK
and ALBIS sign fiveyear distribution
agreement

MBA Polymers UK has announced
the signing of a five-year nonexclusive distribution agreement
with Albis Plastic to continue
distribution of its product range in
Europe.
The company says due to Albis’
wide market coverage, the signing
of this new contract means it is
well-positioned to further promote
the MBA Polymers UK brand of

Mexichem
is
expanding
with
additional
production
capacity in
the UK
said: “We are working in close
collaboration with our customers to
innovate and develop new products
that enable compliance with CPR
regulations in Europe.
“This is consistent with our
company’s focus on advancing life
through materials that empower
safer living through human centred
innovation.”

time to the pace of business is
critical to partnering with our
customers and meeting their needs.”
Closely following Mexichem’s
announcement of the acquisition of
Sylvin Technologies, the MSC group
of companies continues to expand,
offering a broad range of compound
solutions to its customer base.
Gautam Nivarthy, Vice President
and General Manager of the
Compounds Business Group,

virgin equivalent recycled polymers
within Europe and gain access to
target markets.
Paul Mayhew, General Manager,
said: “The Albis Group have
played a fundamental part in MBA
Polymers’ UK expansion within
the European market over the
past eight years, the signing of
this new distribution contract will
enable us to continue to build on
our relationship, and target key
market sectors specifically within
the automotive and electronics
industries.”
Horst Klink, Vice President
Distribution at Albis, added: “MBA
Polymers UK and Albis look back
on a long term and prosperous
relationship and we are very
pleased about the continued
cooperation. With our focus on
recycled materials and strong
foothold in core industries our
ambition is to provide sustainable
solutions to our customers.”

www.mexichem.com

Safic-Alcan acquires
Langley-Smith &
Company
Safic-Alcan, a major distributor
of speciality chemicals and a
subsidiary of the Safic-Alcan Group,
has announced it has acquired 100
per cent of UK-based Langley-Smith
& Company.
Langley-Smith is a speciality
chemical distributor with a focus
on adhesives, paint and coatings,
polymer modification, road marking
and rubber processing.
Yann Lissillour, Director of Mergers
and Acquisitions for Safic-Alcan,
said: “The acquisition of LangleySmith will cement our position as a
leader in the speciality chemicals
distribution in the United Kingdom
and Ireland, as well as develop our
capabilities in mainland Europe.”
David Crow, Owner and
Managing Director of LangleySmith, said: “Combining LangleySmith’s longstanding presence
and expertise with Safic-Alcan’s
excellent international network
will open a new chapter for both
companies’ industrial businesses.”

www.mbapolymers.com
www.albis.com
Brenntag is now the distributor of Glass Bubbles and
www.safic-alcan.com
Boron Nitride f illers from 3M in the UK and Ireland
WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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NEC BIRMINGHAM, UK
FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT
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Some certainty for
UK plastic converters
in the midst of Brexit chaos

IN
HIS COLUMN
THIS MONTH,
OUR RESIDENT
MATERIALS EXPERT,
MIKE BOSWELL,
LOOKS AT WHAT
IMPACT THE LATEST
BREXIT UPDATES
WILL HAVE ON
IMPORT DUTIES.

Whilst UK politicians have been trying to find
a solution to the challenges of Brexit, UK
plastic converters have continued to face the
uncertainty of what may happen to prices in
terms of import duties.
This is of particular significance in the UK
because the installed capacity to manufacture
plastic raw materials is 1.6 million tonnes per
annum compared with a requirement from
UK plastic converters of some 3.2 million
tonnes per annum, and, when account is
taken of both exports of plastic raw materials
manufactured in the UK along with polymers
and grades that are not currently produced
within these shores, it is estimated that UK
plastic processors are 70 per cent – 80 per
cent reliant on imports.
To date the majority of these imports either
come from EU27 producers or have been
imported from outside of the EU27 and
stored in mainland Europe before being
subsequently imported into the UK. Whilst
the UK remains a member of the EU, the
movement of goods between the EU27
and the UK are without duty and plastic raw
materials entering from outside the EU28,
unless there is a specific trade agreement, are
typically subject to a 6.5 per cent import duty.
For UK processors there has been the
concern that were the UK to leave the EU
that raw material input costs will increase as
a result of additional import duties, and that
in the case of imports from outside EU27
that are stored in mainland Europe before
shipment to the UK, these could be subject to
double duty resulting in a compound 13 per
cent+ premium.

Who is
‘Polymerman’?

It should be noted that under WTO (World
Trade Organisation Rules) the maximum
or ‘bound’ rate of duty is 6.5 per cent on

plastic raw materials.
However, in a move to
the UK
provide some certainty
Government has
the UK Government
just announced
has just announced that
that in the event
in the event of a ‘noof a ‘no-deal’
deal’ that all plastic raw
that all plastic
material imports apart
raw material
for PET resin for bottles
imports apart
would enjoy zero duty
for PET resin
for an initial 12-month
for bottles
period, after which time
would enjoy
the situation would be
zero duty for an
reviewed. Not only does
initial 12-month
this announcement
period, after
remove the risk of double
which time the
duty, in the event of
situation would
goods from outside the
be reviewed
EU27 clearing customs
before onward delivery
to the UK, it maintains
the status quo on materials produced in the
EU and those countries that have a trade
deal with the EU, but also improves the
competitiveness of supply from the rest of the
world, which, under EU membership carries a
6.5 per cent premium.
Whilst this looks like the UK could have a
competitive advantage in the event of a ‘no
deal’ BREXIT, what is not known is what
import duty the EU27 may impose on plastic
raw material and plastic products imported
from the UK. Furthermore, even in the event
of a deal the trading relationship between the
UK and the EU27 still needs to be negotiated,
although from a plastics perspective the
likelihood is that the outcome for our sector
would at least be neutral.
It should also be noted that in addition to
import duties other factors and especially
exchange rates will have a major, and
potentially greater impact, than import duties.

Mike Boswell is Managing
Director of UK materials
distributor, Plastribution, as
well as the Chairman of the
British Plastic Federation’s
Polymer Compounders
and Distributors Group and
its ‘BREXIT Committee’.
‘Polymerman’ is the title used
for announcements made
via his Twitter account. This
column is compiled using data
from PIE (Plastics Information
Europe) www.plastribution.
co.uk | www.pieweb.com
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TPE & TPV for AUTOMOTIVE

HIGH-TEMP
& HFFR

LOW VOC & ODOUR
BIOBASED &
RECYCLED
CONTENT

1

HEXPOL TPE Ltd

6
STAND

info.uk@hexpolTPE.com
www.hexpolTPE.com

IRC2019

EARLY BIRD
REGISTRATION OPEN

Innovations in Elastomeric
Materials & Products

3-5 September 2019
Kia Oval, London, UK

Keynote speakers will include:
Professor Dr. habil. Manfred Klüppel,
Deutsches Institut für Kautschuktechnologie e.V.
Professor Judit E. Puskas AIMBE and IUPAC Fellow,
Biomaterial and Biopolymer Engineering Program, Ohio State University

www.irc2019.org
@IRC2019

Programme will cover:
• Products from a wide range of applications
• Material developments
• Material processing
• Sustainability
• Modelling
• Characterisation and testing of materials and products
• Smart materials

Full programme to be
announced on 15 May 2019
Platinum sponsors

Dinner sponsor

Thermoplastic
Elastomers

Media partners

International Rubber
Conference Organisation
Organised by IOM Communications on behalf
of the Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining

Gold sponsors

Refreshment
Break sponsor

Delegate bag
sponsor

magazine
international

Supported by

Co-sponsor
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RECLAMATION AND RECYCLING
| NEWS
Charpak announces
launch of first UK
Localised Circular
Economy
Charpak has unveiled a new
Localised Circular Economy model
and reinforced its commitment to
360-degree circularity in the plastic
packaging sector.
The Cambridgeshire-based
thermoformed rigid plastic
packaging manufacturer revealed
its plans at the Packaging
Innovations event at the NEC,
Birmingham, in February.
The company says whilst many
are theorising about this aim, it is
the UK’s first organisation to recruit
partners, including recycler, Jayplas,
and moulder, Amey, to achieve
full circularity in the local plastics
economy.
The launch of Charpak’s groundbreaking development, where
plastics are used, recycled and put
back into their production process
for reuse, was presented by Justin
Kempson, Director of Sales and
Innovations. During the launch he
discussed the challenges, learnings
and the company’s future research
and development programme.
“We believe this is the first in the
UK to have a fully traceable local/
localised circular economy,” he
told delegates. “We need to treat it
[plastic] as a resource not as waste.”
In Cambridgeshire, where the
company has set this process up,

45-50 tonnes of clear plastic gets
collected a week. However, by the
time the plastic waste is sorted
only 20-25 tonnes is returned to
Charpak.
“I need more than that,” Kempson
added. “So, one thing we are doing
is working with local authorities and
organisations such as RECOUP.”
He continued: “One of the key
learnings we have gotten out of
this is collaboration. Consumer
engagement is key and retailer and
food manufacturers have a part
to play.”
Kempson believes we need to
educate consumers to recycle more
in order to get the 45 per cent
recycling rate up. This would allow
companies like Charpak to buy
more products and recycle more.
“Because this would mean we’ve
retained the resource. We need to
use it again and again and that’s
what the circular economy does.”
The first product the company
is launching as a direct result of
the 360-degree localised circular
economy is the ‘Twist-Loc’. The
plastic product is 100 per cent
recyclable and contains 75 per
cent recycled content, including a
minimum of 50 per cent food grade
recycled materials.
“Effectively to summarise it’s a
cost-effective means of packaging
food, which prevents food waste.
If we at Charpak can do that, then
it can be done across the rest
of the UK,” Kempson concluded.
www.charpak.uk

The new
Twist-Loc
tub

Tesco trials
technology that
makes all plastic
packaging recyclable
Tesco is to start collecting previously
unrecyclable plastics to be recycled
in ten of its stores as part of a trial
with Recycling Technologies.
Customers will be able to return
everything from pet food pouches
to shopping bags and crisp packets,
all of which cannot commonly be
recycled by local councils, safe in
the knowledge that the packaging
will be sent for recycling through
Recycling Technologies’ state-of-theart recycling process.
This comes as part of Tesco’s
effort to make all of its packaging
recyclable, creating a closed loop,
and preventing packaging going
to waste.
The plastics trial begins with the
installation of ten collection booths
at Tesco stores in and around the
Swindon and Bristol areas.
Recycling Technologies will then
convert the waste plastic into its
material, Plaxx, which can then be
used in the manufacture of new
plastic.
Sarah Bradbury, Tesco’s Director
of Quality, said the firm is “working
hard” to reduce the amount of
packaging in its stores and have
committed that all remaining
packaging will be recyclable by 2025.
“Our trial with Recycling
Technologies will make even more
of our packaging recyclable and help
us reach our target.” This technology
could be the final piece of the jigsaw
for the UK plastic recycling industry,”
she added.
Adrian Griffiths, Chief Executive of
Recycling Technologies, said: “We
are delighted to be working with
Tesco to help its customers recycle
more of their household plastic waste.
“Using our specialist feedstock
recycling process we keep our plastic
waste in the economy and out of
landfill and our oceans. This initiative
with Tesco is designed to show there
are solutions to recover this important
material. Our goal is to double the
UK’s capacity to recycle plastic waste
by 2027.”
www.recyclingtechnologies.
co.uk
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INNOVATIVE

LIGHTNESS.
It‘s okay to have high expectations when it
comes to efficient composites processing. We
do too! That‘s why our portfolio includes innovative tooling and equipment technology for
producing structural components with thermoplastic or duroplastic processes. We work with
you to find simple solutions for difficult tasks.

The FRIMO Augmented Reality App –
exciting 3D views of our technologies!

Come and meet us!
KUTENO Rheda-Wiedenbrück 07.05. – 09.05.2019
Hall 5 M7

www.frimo.com

PRESSING / FORMING

FRIMO. HIGH TECH AND HIGH PASSION.
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Identiplast Review:

L
LAST MONTH
LONDON PLAYED
HOST TO THE
14TH EDITION
OF IDENTIPLAST,
EUROPE’S LEADING
CONFERENCE
FOCUSED ON THE
RECYCLING AND
RECOVERY OF USED
PLASTICS, WHERE
50 WORLD-LEADING
SPEAKERS SPOKE TO
A RECORD NUMBER
OF DELEGATES.
BP&R REVIEWS
THE CONFERENCE
HIGHLIGHTS.

Chiming Together

I

dentiPlast celebrated a landmark show in 2019,
with a record-breaking attendance of over 340
delegates and over 50 world-leading speakers.

The theme of a circular economy was prominent
throughout the conference, with numerous
speakers paying reference to the importance of a
sustainable model throughout the world.
The conference was opened by Bruce Margetts,
President of the BPF, who told the audience that the
UK plastics industry had made great strides towards
a circular economy in a comparatively little time.
Javier Constante, President of PlasticsEurope and
Vice President for Packaging EMEA at Dow, added:
“We need to look at plastics as an item that adds
value to society, and creates success for the future.”
Daniel Calleja Crespo from the European
Commission for Environment was another to
highlight the needed and expected culture change,
saying: “We want to life in a zero-waste society
where every piece of waste is a wasted opportunity.
We want a reform of waste regulation, and to
support a more circular economy.
“Better recycling could save us €105 billion that
is lost to the economy when we don’t recycle
packaging. We don’t want to demonise plastics, we
want to circularise plastics.”
FORWARD IMPACT
Despite not being able to attend the event in
London, Thérèse Coffey MP appeared via a prerecorded video message, telling attendees that:
“Plastics and plastic waste have never been as high
profile as they are now. I hope the impacts of this
conference will continue well into the future.”
Jim Seward, Chair of the World Plastics Council,
set out the industry’s goal for the coming years,
with the aim of 100 per cent of North American
manufacturers to be signed up to Operation Clean
Sweep by 2022, 100 per cent of plastic packaging
to be recyclable or recoverable by 2030, and for
100 per cent of plastic packaging to be reused,
recyclable or recoverable by 2040.
Attendees were treated to a worldwide view of
plastics recycling, with Indonesia, Kenya, the
US, Colombia, Ghana, Canada, and Japan all
discussed.

The first day ended with a networking dinner and
the EPRO Innovation and Sustainability awards.
The Sustainability award was won by Orkla Home
and Personal Care, for its post-consumer recycled
plastic toothbrush with bio-based filaments, and the
Innovation award went to Alpla for its ‘The Simple
One’ fully recyclable drinks bottle, with both award
winners picking up trophies made from recycled
yoghurt pots.
FEMALE FUTURE
The second day of the conference coincided
with International Women’s Day 2019, and Javier
Constante was quick to praise the efforts and
importance of women throughout both the world
and in the industry.
Presentations during the day focused on the
technical aspects of improving the management of
plastic waste, ranging from increasing collection,
improving sorting technologies and adapting
recycling processes to a large variety of waste.
Kate Geraghty from Dow gave a presentation on
the power of value chain collaboration, saying:
“We can move towards a world in which the
practical and social benefits of plastic are matched
by its environmental, and one where plastics are
too valuable to be lost.”
David Warren gave an overview of Wales’
impressive recycling efforts, highlighting how
the became the third best nation for recycling in
the world. He also set out the aims of the Welsh
Government to have a 70 per cent capture of all
plastic in Wales by 2030.
An Vossen, Executive Director for Plarebel, talked
about how various sorting technologies are being
implemented in Belgium, with a particular focus
on Fost Plus’ Blue Bag scheme. The aim for the
blue PMD (plastics, metals and drink containers)
bag is to extend and simplify sorting for the
general public by being able to include all plastic
packaging, a system that could take around three
years to implement.
The conference’s closing statement came from
Lyondell Basell’s Terry McCormack, saying: “Big
Ben is silent. We must not be.” This is indeed
a sentiment that chimed with everyone at the
conference.

www.identiplast.eu

WORDS: TOM WALKER
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MED-TECH INNOVATION EXPO

15 - 16 MAY 2019 NEC | BIRMINGHAM | UK

medtech | digital healthtech | medical plastics |
manufacturing software | inspection and metrology
| regulation | design early stage innovations |
pharmaceutical manufacturing

MAKE

SALES
AT #MEDTECHEXPO

of exhibitors surveyed said
they made sales at Med-Tech
Innovation Expo or would as
a result of exhibiting.

CAN YOU AFFORD
TO MISS OUT?

OVER 4,000

ATTENDEES ARE
WAITING TO MEET YOU

BOOK YOUR STAND AT
WWW.MED-TECHEXPO.COM

makesales_124x86.indd 1
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BP&R SOFTWARE GUIDE
To advertise your business in the software directory call
Mandy O’Brien on 01244 952519 or email mandy.obrien@rapidnews.com
REAL TIME PRODUCTION MONITORING,
SCHEDULING AND PROCESS MONITORING
PlantMaster
BMS Vision Ltd
T: 01254 662244,
E: sales.bla@visionbms.com
Website: www.visionbms.com/
plastics.
Affordable and flexible MES
system for the plastics/rubber
industry. Real-time production
monitoring features wireless data
units and OPC Ethernet machine
connections. “Drag & drop” job
scheduling supports frame/insert
level family tooling plus KAN BAN.
ERP system integration, SPC/
SQC, Touch Screen Data Units,
Machine Maintenance, Operator
Tracking, Traceability, DNC, Energy
Monitoring, Bar Coding, Pager
Alerts. Easy to use systems from
a €600m company with over 30
years experience.
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PROCESS OPTIMISATION SOFTWARE

intouch
T: 01604 537100
E: enquiries@ intouchmonitoring.com
Website: www.intouchmonitoring.com

RJG Technologies Ltd
Moulding Technology
T: +44 (0)1733 232211
E info@rjginc.co.uk

Real-time production monitoring
systems. Designed to be easy
to use and providing affordable
solutions to all sizes of businesses.
Production monitoring, scheduling,
reporting, data import/export,
databases for parts, tools and
operators, integration with other
software packages.

Zero Defect Moulding – What’s
your target?
• Cycle time reduction
• Reduced scrap rates
• Improved process capability
• Higher yield and OEE
PRO-OP™ software provides
a step-by-step procedure for
optimising the injection moulding
process to deliver optimum quality
products at the most favourable
cycle time.
PRO-OP™ is a server based
application which, by setting
an optimum moulding process,
highlights weaknesses and
problems in relation to part design,
mould design, mould construction,

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK

moulding equipment efficiency,
moulding equipment specification
and material selection.
The moulding process is
documented with explanations
for each key process parameter
setting demonstrating the
processing conditions and
equipment contributions to the
final result.
PRO-OP™ is aimed at companies
whose focus is quality and
consistent part manufacture.
PRO-OP™ supports companies
by providing a documented and
structured validation protocol
which is recognised in the in
the pharmaceutical and medical
sectors.

BP&R BUYER’S GUIDE
MATERIALS
MASTERBATCH

ASSEMBLY
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hot plate welding

Branson Ultrasonics

colour masterbatch

Units 3E + 3F, Hillam Road
Industrial Estate, Bradford, West
Yorkshire, BD2 1QN
T: 01274 731552
F: 01274 738118
E: sales@eclipsecolours.com
W: www.eclipsecolours.com

When it comes
to matching colour,
no one gets closer.

ultrasonic welding

InControl Ultrasonics Ltd
(FFR Ultrasonics Ltd)

50mm high and 35mm

PO Box 10380, Sileby, LE12 7ZX
T: 01509 621992
E: enquiries@ffr-ultrasonics. co.uk
W: www.ffr-ultrasonics.co.uk
W: www.incontrolultrasonics.co.uk

• We want to bring your colour inspiration to life.

www.abbeymb.com
Tel: +44 (0)161 308 2550
Email: aml@abbeymb.com

black masterbatch

Polymer Specific and
Universal Colour and Additive
Masterbatches. Fastmatch
colour matching service.
1 mm Easysperse MicroPellets to
4 mm MaxiPellets.
Standards second to none.

materials

• We develop amazing new colours and special effects
for some of the worlds leading brands.
• Performance is built-in, and cost designed out.
• Any colour, Anywhere, Anytime.

Telsonic UK Ltd

Performance Masterbatches
Telephone: +44 (0)1495 310583
Email: customer.service@pmb.co.uk

www.pmb.co.uk

cleaning materials

Immediate Payment.
Call: 07803 759680
01625 531434

MATERIALS

Unit 3 Vitrage Technical Park
27 Witney Road , Nuffield Industrial
Estate, Poole, Dorset
BH17 0GL
T: 01202 697340
F: 01202 693674
W: www.telsonic.com
Blog: telsoniccuk.wordpress.com

vibration welding

Turn your redundant
materials into cash.
We buy
HI, ABS, PCarb,
Apet, PP, HD & LD.

158 Edinburgh Avenue, Slough,
Berkshire SL1 4UE
T: 01753 756675
F: 01753 551270
E: bucuk.sales@emerson.com
W: www.bransoneurope.eu

Branson Ultrasonics

158 Edinburgh Avenue, Slough,
Berkshire SL1 4UE
T: 01753 756675
F: 01753 551270
E: bucuk.sales@emerson.com
W: www.bransoneurope.eu

COMPOUNDS

Purging Compounds
Release Agents
Mould Maintenance

QUALITY PVC
PELLETS FOR
EXTRUSION

www.ChemTrend.com
www.UltraPurge.com

vekacompounds.com
+44(0)1933 427 750

Motan Colortronic Ltd

Matilda House, Carrwood Road,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
Chesterfield S41 9QB
T: 01246 260222
F: 01246 455420
E: sales@motan-colortronic.co.uk
W: www.motan-colortronic.co.uk

MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

MOULD RELEASE

ASSEMBLY

infrared welding

UK Manufacturers est. over 60 years

Shredders
Plastic separation
Conveyors | Bailers
Full recycling systems

01943 875104
sales@wrightsltd.co.uk

www.wrightsltd.co.uk






Infrared Welding
Ultrasonic Welding
Hot Plate Welding
Heat Staking

JOINING

HIGH TECH AND HIGH PASSION.

Make the WRIGHT choice

CHILLERS/
TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLERS

Find your perfect
joining method.

www.frimo.com

pulse staking

CONTROL SYSTEMS
AND EQUIPMENT
quality monitoring control
Kistler Instruments Ltd

T: 01256 741550
F: 01256 741551
E: sales.uk@kistler.com
W: www.kistler.com
Pressure transducers and
associated monitoring/control
equipment for new and existing
injection moulding applications.

DRYERS

Motan Colortronic Ltd

Matilda House, Carrwood Road,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
Chesterfield S41 9QB
T: 01246 260222
F: 01246 455420
E: sales@motan-colortronic.co.uk
W: www.motan-colortronic.co.uk

DEHUMIDIFIERS
Motan Colortronic Ltd
Cavity pressure measurement
systems and sensors for control of
the injection moulding process and
automatic hot-runner balancing,
provides zero-defect production
with 100% quality control.
T:
F:
E:
W:

Matilda House, Carrwood Road,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
Chesterfield S41 9QB
T: 01246 260222
F: 01246 455420
E: sales@motan-colortronic.co.uk
W: www.motan-colortronic.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SPACE CONTACT
MANDY O’BRIEN
01244 952519

01256 741550
01256 741551
sales.uk@kistler.com
www.kistler.com

TO ADVERTISE IN THis SPACE CONTACT MANDY O’BRIEN: 01244 952519
WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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BP&R BUYER’S GUIDE
HEATING EQUIPMENT

MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
DRYERS

HEATING EQUIPMENT

induction heating for
platens and tools

HOT RUNNER SYSTEMS

MF Induction Heating

hot runner controllers

Unit 5, Martindale, Hawks
Green, Cannock, Staffs, WS11 7XN
Replacement Coils
New platens
T: 01543 570642
E: sales@mfinduction.com
W: www.mfinduction.com

MATERIALS HANDLING
AND STORAGE
gravimetric/
volumetric blending

Motan Colortronic Ltd

MATERIALS HANDLING

INJECTION MOULDING

hopper loaders

METAL DETECTION

and dosing

imm projects

•
•
•
•

Injection Moulding
Rubber Compression
Ancillary Equipment
Machine Servicing
Your Complete Solution Provider
Tel: +44 (0)1978 421761
www.panstone.eu

MIXING, FEEDING
AND DOSING
Magnetics Separators
Metal Detectors
Eddy Current Separators

Servicing & Maintenance
Commission/Decommission
Robotics
Projects Planning
Servo Kit Installations
Component Supply
Training - Any Level
Beston Sales

Bunting Magnetics Europe Ltd
European Design & Manufacturing Facility

Northbridge Road
Berkhamsted
Hertfordshire
HP4 1EH, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1442 875081
Email: sales@buntingeurope.com
www.buntingeurope.com
www.magneticseparation.co

14 Years’ Engel Experience

/magnetic_separation_and_metal_detection/

Contact: Carlton Hicks

info@immprojectsuk.com
07432 275730
www.immprojectsuk.com

• Screw design
• New manufactured Screws, Barrels, Feed
Sections & Liners
• Proven wear resistant specifications for screws
• Nitrided and Bimetallic barrels
• Refurbishment and repairs
• Condition monitoring and wear checks
Contact us to find out how we can help you
Magog Industries Ltd, 10 Crane Mead, Ware,
Hertfordshire, SG12 9PY
T: +44(0)1920 465201
E: enquiries@magog.co.uk

Screw & Barrel Manufacture
Screw & Barrel Refurbishment
Tie Bar Repair & Manufacture
Screw Tip Assemblies
Feed Liners, Plain & Grooved
100 Tonne Screw & Barrel Press
Bimetallic Barrel Blanks up to
50 mm In Stock
Please e-mail or phone Karl for
more info.
E. info@tws-mail.co.uk
T. 01706 655402
W. www.tws-ltd.com
Technical Welding Services
(Rochdale) Ltd

POLYMERS
ALUMINIUM
MATERIAL
STORAGE BINS
Off the shelf or made to order
with very competitive pricing!
Standard sizes available:
80l, 200l, 420l, 830l.
Contact us today on 01827 265800
or visit www.summitsystems.co.uk
Prices start
from £428
10% reduction
with offer code:

TO ADVERTISE
IN THis
SPACE
CONTACT
MANDY
O’BRIEN:
01244 952519

BPR18
TO ADVERTISE IN THis SPACE CONTACT MANDY O’BRIEN: 01244 952519
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METAL DETECTION
AND SEPARATION
EQUIPMENT

HOPPER LOADERS
Engineers to the
Plastics & Rubber
industries, specialising
in the following:

www.magog.co.uk

www.quick-mould-change.com

Matilda House, Carrwood Road,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
Chesterfield S41 9QB
T: 01246 260222
F: 01246 455420
E: sales@motan-colortronic.co.uk
W: www.motan-colortronic.co.uk

Matilda House, Carrwood Road,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
Chesterfield S41 9QB
T: 01246 260222
F: 01246 455420
E: sales@motan-colortronic.co.uk
W: www.motan-colortronic.co.uk

SCREWS & BARRELS

Design, Manufacture, and Refurbishment of
Screws & Barrels for the Plastics and Rubber
Industries.

Tel: 01952 671918
Fax: 01952 608579
Email: connectors.uk@staubli.com

Motan Colortronic Ltd

Motan Colortronic Ltd

TO ADVERTISE HERE CONTACT MANDY O’BRIEN ON 01244 952519
MOULD CHANGE

Matilda House, Carrwood Road,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
Chesterfield S41 9QB
T: 01246 260222
F: 01246 455420
E: sales@motan-colortronic.co.uk
W: www.motan-colortronic.co.uk

WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK

Motan Colortronic Ltd

Matilda House, Carrwood Road,
Chesterfield Trading Estate,
Chesterfield S41 9QB
T: 01246 260222
F: 01246 455420
E: sales@motan-colortronic.co.uk
W: www.motan-colortronic.co.uk

SECONDHAND AND
RECONDITIONED
Cooper Plastics Machinery

8 Lyall Court, Flitwick,
Bedfordshire MK45 1UX
T: 01525 719850
E: Cooperplastics@gmail.com
W: www.cooperplastics.co.uk
Extruders, water baths, haul-offs,
fly knife cutters, conveyors/tip
tables, in-line punches, coilers etc.
New and used. Repairs, servicing
or rebuilds.
UK agent for Lyons Electronics.

DTL Machinery UK

- We buy / sell all makes / age /
sizes of Plastic Injection Moulding
Machinery & Ancillaries equipment.
- We also buy redundant, nonrunners & faulty machinery.
- Machinery repair and
maintenance services available.
T: 01925 596170
M: 07838138342
E: info@dtlmachinery.co.uk
E: douglastrading@gmail.com

BP&R BUYER’S GUIDE
SECONDHAND AND
RECONDITIONED

MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
SECOND HAND & RE-CONDITIONED

BUSINESS FOR SALE

Buying, Selling, Merging?
Whatever your business needs,
Richmond Capital Partners are the
industry experts with a proven
track record of guiding acquirers
or sellers through the process of
buying, selling and merging.
Contact Paul Holohan in
complete confidence on
07798 530684

For Sale
Rubber and Plastic
Moulding Company
Established for over 20 years
Existing Customer Base
Turnover of £3.5 million
30 Experienced Employees
Further Financials on request
For further information email us on
rubbermouldings1@gmail.com

richmondcapitalpartners.com

• Rubber • Plastic
• Silicone Mouldings • Injection Mouldings

Refurbished machines with
fault and leak free guarantee.
We buy & sell all manner of
plasscs equipment.
Visit our workshop in
Wellingborough, Northants.
01933 272747

sales@stvmachinery.co.uk
www.stvmachinery.co.uk

Single Machines to
whole plants purchased
Tel: David 07540 633552
info@plasticinvestments.co.uk
www.plasticinvestments.co.uk

Ultrasonic
Plastic Welders
New & Used

For Sale &

Plastics Processing Machinery Bought & Sold, Thornhill, South
Marston, Wiltshire SN3 4TA
T: 01793 827666
F: 01793 823826
E: sales@transxl.co.uk
W: www.transxl.co.uk

‘USED INJECTION MOULDING
MACHINERY DEALERS’

THERMOCOUPLES

FOR SALE

TransXL International Ltd

Wanted

Branson - Mecasonic - Telsonic
Sonotrodes (Horns) all Frequencies
Fixtures, Repairs, Service, Parts
Sub-Contract Welding, Hire
& Consultancy

TESTING EQUIPMENT
Gammadot Rheology Testing
& Consultancy Services

Unit 5C, Leaton Industrial Estate,
Bomere Heath, Shrewsbury,
Shropshire, SY4 3AP
T: 01939 291677
E: enquiries@gammadot.com
W: www.gammadot.com
Providing independant testing
solutions to all your quality control,
failure analysis & flow simulation
data needs

hardness - IRHD and shore

MAPRA Technik Co — BAREISS
For Bareiss of Germany IRHD & SHORE hardness testers,
Abrasion & Rebound testers.
T: 020 8508 4207
F: 020 8502 5107
E: info@mapra.co.uk
W: www.mapra.co.uk

Tel; 01258 459257
Tel; 07730 413197

als.ultrasonics@gmail.com
www.als-ultrasonics.co.uk

SERVICES
TRAINING

TESTING/CONSULTANCY

inspection & measurement

MAPRA Technik Co – DOSS
MARCEL AUBERT – KAFER

For DOSS visual solution of Italy –
Inspection & sorting machines
for O’rings, Seals, Gaskets.
T: 020 8508 4207
F: 020 8502 5107
E: info@mapra.co.uk
W: www.mapra.co.uk

PRINTERS

3D Printing

printers of plastic mouldings

in Plastic & Rubber

Total Print Ltd

Specialist Pad Printers
Station Road, Gedney Hill,
Lincolnshire PE12 0NP
T: 01406 330122
F: 01406 330123
E: info@totalprintltd.com
W: www.totalprintltd.com
Sub-Contract Pad Printers to the
Plastics Industry

COMPONENT
PRINTERS

Tel: 01420 88645
www.cdg.uk.com

TAMPO.SCREEN.FOIL

CONSULTANCY

CONSULTANCY
TROUBLESHOOTING

MOULDFLOW ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

Mould Tool Design
CAD CAM software

MOLDFLOW ANALYSIS
PRECISION PROTOTYPE
PLASTIC PARTS
TRAINING

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SPACE CONTACT
MANDY O’BRIEN
01244 952519

INJECTION MOULDING
3D LASER SCANNING

01743 213 007
sales@plastic-it.co.uk

plastic-it.co.uk

Contour Marking Co Ltd
Albert house, Gledrid Industrial
Park, Chirk ,Wrexham, LL14 5DG
T: 01691 770093
F: 01691 770023
Sub Contract Tampo, Screen &
Foil Printing to the plastic
moulding industry
E: sales@contourmarking.com
W: www.contourmarking.com

Tel: 01420 88645
www.cdg.uk.com

TO ADVERTISE IN THis SPACE CONTACT MANDY O’BRIEN: 01244 952519
WWW.BRITISHPLASTICS.CO.UK
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comment

NEWS
FROM THE FRONTLINE

IN
THE LATEST
INSTALMENT OF HIS
EXCLUSIVE COLUMN
FOR BP&R, DIRECTORGENERAL OF THE BPF,
PHILIP LAW, OUTLINES
HOW THE LATEST
SURVEY OF ITS
MEMBERS REVEALS
A CAUTIOUSLY
ROBUST APPROACH,
THE SUCCESSFUL
HOSTING OF A
MAJOR UK PLASTICS
CONFERENCE AND
THE THREE WINNERS
OF THE ‘POLYMER
APPRENTICE OF
THE YEAR’ AWARD
COMMITTED TO A
CAREER IN PLASTICS.

T

he UK plastics industry is sitting tight.
Prudence is very much in the air and this
was borne out by our latest ‘Business
Conditions Survey’, carried out in February.
Whilst over half of the 106 firms responding
were predicting increased sales turnover, less
confidence was expressed about exports and
there was a decline to 29 per cent of those
anticipating significant investments.
Given the long litany of headwinds – Brexit
uncertainties (now a cliché), the USA –
China trade friction, downturns in China and
Germany, the Honda Swindon closure, JLR’s
announcement of temporary stoppages and
the travails of the aerospace industry, I would
describe the sentiments of our member firms
as cautiously robust with the hatches firmly
battened down.
We also carried out a snap membership survey
mirroring the indicative votes on Brexit options
in the House of Commons on 27th March.
We had 150 senior plastics industry figures
respond. They conclusively rejected a No-Deal
Brexit, 66 per cent were in favour of revoking
Article 50 to avoid a No-Deal scenario, 65 per
cent wanted a Customs Union and 60 per cent
a confirmatory public vote.
But life carries on outside the political
bubble. It was great to see young achievers
being honoured at the recent 2018 ‘Polymer
Apprentice of the Year’ award in the City, a
project jointly run by The Worshipful Company
of Horners and the BPF. The proved winner
was Jake Hallatt of Gripple Limited, who had
taken a Science Manufacturing Technician
Level 3 Diploma in Polymer Processing
Operations. Runner-Up was Tom Ward of
Amaray and James Lawrence of Luxus was
highly commended. Three fine young men
committed to a career in plastics.
CIRCULAR ACHIEVEMENTS
Another positive step was the international
waste management conference, ‘Identiplast’,
this year held in London by PlasticsEurope
and the BPF. Coming at the point when formal

Governmental Consultations on plastics taxes
and waste management issues are in the public
eye, this conference, which had over 340
attendees and fifty speakers, was held at the
heart of the Westminster village.
Over the two days of 7th and 8th March, it laid
out in great detail practical industry initiatives
addressing the whole array of current waste
management concerns, from the billion-dollar
project announced by the global Alliance to
End Plastic Waste (AEPW) to the recycling of
Styrene Polymers. It was all there and a real
demonstration that industry is doing its bit.
BPF’s President, Bruce Margetts opened
Identiplast along side Javier Constante, the
President of PlasticsEurope.
Bruce’s comment that we want to protect polar
bears as well as whales reminded us that as
well as the all-important need to accelerate
the recycling of plastics products, we must
not lose sight of broader sustainability
through resource efficiency measures such as
lightweighting leading to carbon savings and
less global warming.
Thérèse Coffey MP, effectively our Minister
for Waste, had been invited to speak but
couldn’t make it, however she did send a video
message stating that she welcomed industryled effort to reduce plastic waste. Refreshingly
Daniel Calleja Crespo, the European
Commission’s top man on the Environment
categorically stated that the Commission
recognises the plastics sector as being of
great strategic importance and that plastics
are crucial materials for the EU economy and
should not be demonised.
It was great to demonstrate through the
holding of this conference in the UK that the
BPF is contributing strongly to the thought
leadership of the global industry on this crucial
issue of waste management. You can read the
report in this issue on page 45.
www.bpf.co.uk

www.kraussmaffei.com/gx

Powerful, user-friendly, with proven value
Machines in the GX Series
You benefit from:
– Maximum productivity thanks to an excellent hydromechanical dual platen clamping unit
– Maximum mold quality thanks to the GearX locking device and GuideX guide shoe
– Maximum reproducibility with highly efficient plasticizing
– Minimum set-up times thanks to easy accessibility

Engineering Passion

